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Certain cranial morphologies referred to here as “cranial predictor features” are known to 
allometrically scale with body mass at statistically significant levels. Brain size likewise is 
known to scale with body mass, with brain-to-body-mass ratio being expressed numerically via 
the encephalization quotient. The study at hand aims to demonstrate whether brain size via its 
skeletal proxy of cranial capacity also scales with cranial predictor features. Correlation analysis 
was employed on two samples of contemporary male and female modern humans, respectively, 
in order to determine the statistical significance and degree of association between cranial 
predictor features and cranial capacity, as well between cranial predictor features and those 
cranial vault dimensions used to biometrically estimate cranial capacity. Supplementary 
statistical testing with respect to the significances of sexually dimorphic differences between 
cranial predictor features was also conducted. The results indicate a general lack of significant 
scaling relationships with respect to estimated cranial capacity as well as cranial vault 
dimensions for the majority of cranial predictor features. Those cranial predictor features that 
exhibited a significant scaling relationship with cranial capacity did so at weak to moderate 
levels only. The association between cranial capacity and the cranial vault dimensions from 
which it is estimated is inferred to have contributed to the nature of scaling relationships between 
cranial predictor features and cranial capacity, with additional non-allometric evolutionary 
selective pressures also having played a role. The suitability of certain cranial predictor features 
to accurately estimate brain size – and by inference, intelligence – therefore cannot be 
established with strong confidence. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
Inquiries into human intelligence consistently rank as one of the most popular topics of 
research since the earliest days of scientific thought. The role of the brain as the repository of 
intelligence already was recognized in ancient times, with the renowned Greek physician 
Hippocrates once having stated that “from nothing else but thence come joys, delights, laughter 
and sports, and sorrows, griefs, despondency, and lamentations. And by this, in a special manner, 
we acquire wisdom and knowledge…Therefore, I say, that it is the brain which interprets the 
understanding” (quoted in Adams 1886, 344-345). Soon, the early scientists discerned that the 
size of the brain may be linked to intelligence. As the fledging neuro-sciences began to coalesce 
into a proper scientific discipline, however, researchers also began to realize that brain size by 
itself provided insufficient data to adequately estimate levels of intelligence seen in human 
beings. In order to establish a connection between the brain as a physical organ and intelligence 
as an abstract attribute of the mind, additional variables were needed. 
A breakthrough moment occurred close to the end of the 19
th
 century when researchers 
discovered a link between overall body size and brain size (Snell 1892). Drawing on 
methodologies stemming from the biological discipline of allometry – the documentation of 
mathematical scaling relationships between organisms’ different physiological units – brain-to-
body mass ratios for a myriad of different taxonomic groups soon began to be published. Around 
the same time, various attempts were made to successfully relate the numerous anatomies of the 
human cranium to intelligence – a pseudoscience that came to be known as phrenology (Simpson 
2005). Often driven by ideological motivations beyond the scientific pursuit of knowledge, these 
attempts and their sometimes harmful societal conclusions cast a shadow on research into human 
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cranial anatomy as it relates to levels of intelligence. Further research on the matter stalled for 
decades after phrenology’s merit as a scientific discipline was disowned (Vonderach 2008). 
In the meantime, other scientific disciplines dealing with human intelligence and cranial 
morphology flourished. In particular, paleoanthropology – the study of human evolutionary 
origins – emerged in a prominent fashion as more and more fossil remains of extinct groups of 
primates closely related to modern humans were discovered. Having split from the other great 
apes as early as seven million years ago (Haile-Selassie et al. 2004), these proto-humans and 
their descendants collectively became known as hominins. Over time, the hominin lineage that 
ultimately culminated in modern humans produced an astounding degree of different cranial 
anatomies ranging from nearly ape-like to essentially modern. At the same time, observations 
made on cranial capacity and – by skeletal inference – brain size, compounded a picture of at 
times rapidly increasing encephalization throughout human evolution. Many researchers (Begun 
& Kordos 2004; Henneberg 1987; Radinsky 1974; Rightmire 2013) suspected that the observed 
changes in cranial anatomy and increasing cranial capacity had to be somehow related. 
Striving toward new evidence concerning a link between cranial morphologies and brain 
size, researchers began to consider body mass as a possible bridge to connect the two variables. 
The correlation between body mass and brain size had been allometrically proven (Jerison 1973). 
Researchers also had uncovered the existence of scaling relationships between body mass and 
certain cranial morphologies (Aiello & Wood 1994; Spocter & Manger 2007) referred to here as 
“cranial predictor features.” The study at hand aims to demonstrate the hypothetical existence of 
similar scaling relationships between cranial predictor features and cranial capacity as a final 




Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 
2.1 Human Brains 
 
In the context of primate evolutionary history, the size of the brain is considered one of 
the hallmark traits that set apart the order Primates as a distinctive taxonomic unit from other 
mammalian clades (Rafferty 2011). Particularly, primates comprise one of the most encephalized 
taxonomic groups within the animal kingdom. In this context, encephalization is defined as the 
relative amount of brain mass proportional to an organism’s total body mass (Williams 2002), a 
relationship that can be expressed mathematically via the encephalization quotient (EQ) (Cairó 
2011; Jerison 1973). Brain size’s importance as a criterion of classification persists within the 
primate family tree (Rafferty 2011), as the trend toward bigger brains, both in absolute and 
relative terms, becomes more pronounced further down the line of descent that eventually gave 
rise to modern humans (Cairó 2011; Rightmire 2004; Roth & Dicke 2005; Ruff et al. 1997).  
By unraveling the various relevant taxonomic layers that lead to the human lineage, it 
becomes possible to demonstrate that a trend of progressively increasing degrees of 
encephalization is a recurring and consistently observable feature. Compared to their earlier 
primate progenitors, as well as contemporaries of other more distantly-related primate taxonomic 
branches, hominids – the various taxa that comprise the family Hominidae and that are 
collectively known as the apes – exhibit higher average degrees of encephalization (Falk et al. 
2000; Roth & Dicke 2005; Williams 2002). Although the differences in degree of 
encephalization are more varied and less pronounced especially in earlier taxa than was the case 
in the previous comparison, those taxa classified as members of the tribe Hominini – humans and 
their immediate forbearers that arose after the split from the taxonomic lineage that gave rise to 
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the contemporary non-human great apes – likewise collectively tend to be more strongly 
encephalized (Falk et al. 2000; Roth & Dicke 2005; Williams 2002). Finally, Homo is set apart 
from other hominins such as the australopithecines principally by the exceptionally large brain 
sizes and high degrees of encephalization characterizing the various species of the genus (Cairó 
2011; Navarrete et al. 2011; Roth & Dicke 2005; Ruff et al. 1997; Wood 1992).  
Within the bounds of Homo, the importance of a large brain as a defining anatomical 
characteristic of taxonomic uniqueness is especially true for anatomically modern humans – 
Homo sapiens. Compared to other primates both extinct and extant, those species classified as 
members of Homo are characterized by brains much larger than would be expected for their 
respective body size (Holloway 1996; Keith 1948; Wood & Collard 1999), both in terms of 
absolute brain size as well as brain-to-body-mass ratio (Ruff et al. 1997; Stringer 1992). 
Throughout the evolutionary history of Homo, absolute brain size, relative degree of 
encephalization, and EQ have steadily increased, with larger values seen among those species 
that have emerged more recently on the evolutionary time scale (Rightmire 2004). This 
evolutionary trend has peaked in the most recent and sole remaining extant human species – 
Homo sapiens.  
 
2.2 Hominid Evolution and Encephalization 
 
The following section provides a more in-depth review of the evolutionary history of the 
human lineage. Special emphasis is put on the changes in encephalization that accompanied 
these evolutionary processes. Comparative trends of changes in encephalization are identified 
and contrasted between the various covered taxa of hominids. 
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The earliest hominids appeared during the Early Miocene, with some fossils of the genus 
Proconsul dating to 21-24mya (million years ago) (Harrison 2002; Walker et al. 1993). 
Compared to other contemporaneous fossil taxa of primates, the earliest apes were significantly 
more encephalized. Proconsul africanus – one of the smallest known Proconsul species with an 
estimated body weight of 9-12kg (Walker & Pickford 1983) – had an EQ of 1.2-2.0 (Radinsky 
1974). Similarly, the EQ for Proconsul heseloni, another small-bodied member of the genus, is 
estimated at ~1.5 (Walker et al. 1993). Encephalization in these early hominids therefore 
markedly exceeds that seen among earlier non-hominid primates such as Aegyptopithecus zeuxis 
– an Early Oligocene catarrhine dating to 33-35mya with an estimated body mass of 4.5-7.5kg – 
whose EQ is estimated at just 0.7-1.0 (Radinsky 1973). Encephalization increased only slowly 
over the course of the Miocene, as is seen in the case of the Late Miocene Eurasian hominid 
Dryopithecus brancoi for which an estimated cranial capacity of 305-329 cm
3
 has been 
established, resulting in an EQ of 2.0-2.3 (Kordos & Begun 1997; Kordos & Begun 1998). 
The Late Miocene features the possible emergence of the earliest hominins, with two 
proposed species vying for the status of the oldest hominin known to science – Orrorin 
tugenensis and Sahelanthropus tchadensis (Brunet et al. 2002; Senut et al. 2001). Orrorin is 
known from only a few fossilized teeth as well as mandibular and femoral fragments recovered 
from the Tugen Hills and Lukeino sites in northern Kenya (Senut et al. 2001). The scarcity of 
fossil remains makes Orrorin’s exact taxonomic status uncertain, but the anatomy of its femoral 
head suggests that it was bipedal (Richmond & Jungers 2008). Because no preserved cranial 
material belonging to Orrorin tugenensis has been recovered, no claims concerning its 
encephalization can be made.  
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On the other hand, a complete cranium of Sahelanthropus tchadensis was recovered at 
the site of Toros-Menalla in northern Chad (Brunet et al. 2002). As is the case with Orrorin, 
Sahelanthropus tchadensis – dating to 6-7mya – is believed to have been habitually bipedal 
based on basicranial anatomy such as the orientation of the foramen magnum (Brunet et al. 
2002). Cranial capacity was estimated at 320-380cm
3 
(Brunet et al. 2002), which falls within the 
range associated with living hominids such as chimpanzees (Pan; 275-500cm
3
), gorillas (Gorilla; 
340-750cm
3
), and orangutans (Pongo; 275-500cm
3
) (Alba 2010; Holloway et al. 2004; 
Kappelman 1996). Unfortunately, the lack of postcranial skeletal material makes estimations of 
body mass difficult; thus, no satisfactory estimation of EQ can be made for Sahelanthropus 
tchadensis.  
Better known among the early pre-australopithecine hominins are the two species 
belonging to Ardipithecus: Ardipithecus kadabba and Ardipithecus ramidus, dating to 5.8mya 
and 4.4mya, respectively. Fossil remains of both Ardipithecus kadabba and Ardipithecus 
ramidus were found at several sites in the Middle Awash region, Ethiopia (Haile-Selassie et al. 
2004; White et al. 1994). These Late Miocene/Early Pliocene hominins are fairly well-
represented in the fossil record, with dental, cranial, and postcranial elements having been 
recovered. Cranial capacity estimates for Ardipithecus ramidus range between 300-350cm
3
 and, 
thus, do not represent a significant increase compared to Sahelanthropus (Suwa et al. 2009). 
When body mass is taken into account, EQ for Ardipithecus ramidus is estimated at ~1.4 
(McCarthy et al. 2012), again not exceeding values associated with other contemporaneous 
hominids. As a matter of fact, the EQ for Ardipithecus ramidus remains well below that of some 
earlier hominid species such as Dryopithecus brancoi’s EQ of 2.0-2.3 (Kordos & Begun 1997; 
Kordos & Begun 1998). 
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Compared to Ardipithecus, a noticeable increase in encephalization can be observed in 
the australopithecines, both in terms of absolute cranial capacity as well as EQ (Table 1). 
Australopithecine encephalization patterns are characterized by a few noteworthy trends. Cranial 
capacity tends to be larger in the robust australopithecines – those species that sometimes are 
also classified as a separate genus Paranthropus (Robinson 1972) – than it is in the gracile
 
Table 1. Australopithecus Cranial Capacity, Body Mass, and EQ
1
 












Gracile 3.6-2.9 352-500 45/27 2.4 
Australopithecus 
africanus 
Gracile 3.0-2.1 383-499 41/30 2.6 
Australopithecus 
aethiopicus 
Robust 2.6 410 -/38 2.3 
Australopithecus 
boisei 
Robust 2.4-1.4 332-595 49/34 2.7 
Australopithecus 
robustus 
Robust 2.0-1.2 530 40/32 3.1 
Australopithecus 
sediba 
Gracile 1.9 ~420 -/33 2.3 
                                                          
1




australopithecines (Falk et al. 2000). Keeping in mind that EQ is similar for both the robust and 
gracile australopithecines with the exception of Australopithecus robustus (McCarthy et al. 
2012), the differences in cranial capacity between the two groups are, in all likelihood, simply an 
expression of allometry, given the fact that the robust australopithecines are substantially larger 
in terms of overall cranial morphology than their gracile counterparts (Pilbeam & Gould 1974).  
Additionally, while australopithecine encephalization exceeds that of earlier hominids 
such as Proconsul by as much as three times (McCarthy et al. 2012), absolute cranial capacity 
does not drastically exceed the range seen in modern chimpanzees. The differences in terms of 
EQ are more apparent, as Pan troglodytes’ EQ value of 2.0 (McHenry 1992) is below that of 
most australopithecines. Lastly, encephalization remained relatively constant throughout the 
evolutionary history of Australopithecus, with both cranial capacity as well as EQ changing little 
except in the case of Australopithecus robustus (Conroy et al. 2000; McCarthy et al. 2012). The 
major increase in encephalization that eventually culminated in the large brains of modern 
humans thus did not occur before the appearance of Homo on the evolutionary time scale 
(Conroy et al. 2000). 
Encephalization rates rapidly increased beginning with the emergence of Homo (Pilbeam 
& Gould 1974; Ruff et al. 1997). Homo habilis, the earliest species of hominin commonly 
assigned to Homo, first appeared around 2.3mya (Schrenk et al. 2007). Although Homo habilis 
was not significantly larger in terms of overall body mass than the contemporaneous gracile 
australopithecines such as Australopithecus africanus (Pilbeam & Gould 1974), both absolute 
cranial capacity as well as EQ of Homo habilis surpassed those of any australopithecines (Falk et 
al. 2000). In fact, this increase in encephalization – in conjunction with the temporally 
overlapping first documented use of stone tools associated with the Oldowan Industry and Homo 
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habilis (Leakey 1981) – led to the scientific establishment of Homo in order to distinguish later 
hominins from the earlier australopithecines (Pilbeam & Gould 1974; Wood 1992; Wood & 
Collard 1999). The process of increased encephalization continued throughout the Pleistocene 
(Table 2) with the notable exception of Homo floresiensis, a small-bodied and small-brained 
representative of Homo from the late Pleistocene (Brown et al. 2004). By 600kya (thousand years 
ago), encephalization in archaic humans reached 66% of current values. By 150-100kya, 
encephalization began to stabilize at ±10% of current values (Ruff et al. 1997). 
This pattern of increasing encephalization was not completely linear. Instead, three 
different trajectories of encephalization can be discerned in Homo (Ruff et al. 1997). The first 
trajectory ranged temporally from the Early to the Middle Pleistocene (1.6mya-800kya) and 
corresponds with the emergence of Homo erectus. EQ remained relatively stable throughout this 
time period even though absolute cranial capacity increased substantially. The pattern of low 
growth in encephalization is likely due to the fact that postcranial adaptations in Homo during 
the corresponding time period led to a drastic increase in stature and body mass, outpacing 
accompanying increases in cranial capacity (Lordkipanidze et al. 2007; Pontzer et al. 2010). As a 
result, brain-to-body-mass ratio remained relatively static. The protracted and slow 
encephalization growth during this first trajectory accordingly may be interpreted as an 
allometric response to an increased overall body size. 
Over the course of the second trajectory ranging from the Middle to the Late Pleistocene 
(800-100kya), absolute cranial capacity continued to expand (Ruff et al. 1997). In contrast to the 
first trajectory, however, EQ also increased rapidly during this time period due to the fact that 




Table 2. Homo Cranial Capacity, Body Mass, and EQ
2
 






Mass (♂/♀) (kg) 
EQ 
Homo habilis 2.3-1.9 500-650 52/32 3.1 
Homo erectus (Africa; 
Homo ergaster) 
1.8-1.3 750-1250 68/- 3.4 









0.15-0.03 1200-1750 76/67 4.6 
Homo floresiensis 0.03-0.01 417 -/30 2.42 
Early Homo sapiens 0.13-0.06 1200-1700 66/58 5.35 
Late Pleistocene 
Homo sapiens 
0.05-0.01 1200-1600 63/57 5.45 
Holocene 
Homo sapiens 
0.01-present 1000-1500 61/54 5.3 
                                                          
2





second trajectory thus may be interpreted as a positive evolutionary selective pressure for a 
larger-sized brain in archaic modern humans. 
The third trajectory of encephalization in genus Homo is still ongoing, covering the time 
period from the Late Pleistocene to the present (Ruff et al. 1997). The third trajectory coincides 
with the full emergence and worldwide spread of anatomically modern humans. Expansion of 
absolute cranial capacity and increasing encephalization in Homo peaked midway during the 
Late Pleistocene ~40kya. In Europe, this date coincides with the beginning of the Upper 
Paleolithic and the expansion of Homo sapiens into the continent, replacing the indigenous 
Neanderthals (Trinkaus 1989). Elsewhere, in Asia and Africa, Homo sapiens had already firmly 
established its presence as the sole hominin species (Alonso & Armour 2001; Rogers 1995; 
White et al. 2003) – the island of Flores perhaps being an exception, as the discovery of Homo 
floresiensis suggests (Brown et al. 2004). Fossil crania of Homo sapiens dating to this time 
period yield a cranial capacity range of 1200-1600 cm
3
 for both sexes combined (Henneberg 
1988; Ruff et al. 1997; Wiercinski 1979), which is similar to the range found in Neanderthals 
(1200-1750 cm
3
) and exceeds that of late Homo erectus (750-1250 cm
3
), a species that had been 
extant in Asia until the Middle Paleolithic (Leigh 1992). Based on these values, EQ for early 
Upper Paleolithic Homo sapiens has been estimated at ~5.5 (McCarthy et al. 2012). 
From ~40kya onwards, cranial capacity in Homo sapiens began to decline (Table 3). The 
trend towards a reversal in encephalization has been observed in fossilized material of Homo 
sapiens from Europe, Asia, Africa, and Australia (Hawks 2011; Wiercinski 1979). The 
widespread geographical occurrence of data pointing toward declining encephalization in 
modern humans suggests that encephalization decline was not caused by regional environmental 
differences and subsequent adaptations by local populations. Instead, declining encephalization 
12 
 
growth trajectories in recent Holocence Homo sapiens may constitute a species-wide 
evolutionary process due to newly arisen selective pressures (Falk 2011). The observed decline 
 











15 ♂ 1569 
9 ♀ 1416 
18-9.5 
(Mesolithic) 
35 ♂ 1593 
29 ♀ 1502 
9.5-4.5 
(Neolithic) 
1017 ♂ 1527 
266 ♀ 1405 
4.5-2.5 
(Bronze + Iron Age) 
1374 ♂ 1502 
80 ♀ 1391 
2.5-1.5 
(Roman Period) 
820 ♂ 1489 
- ♀ - 
1.5-1.0 
(Early Middle Ages) 
2518 ♂ 1484 
1606 ♀ 1352 
1.0-0.5 
(Late Middle Ages) 
2181 ♂ 1464 
1292 ♀ 1317 
0.5-Present 
(Modern) 
1618 ♂ 1436 
72 ♀ 1241 
                                                          
3
  Henneberg (1988) 
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in cranial capacity was often quite drastic; for example, cranial capacity in European females has 




over the last 10ky (Hawks 2011). Throughout the 
Mesolithic and Neolithic that succeeded the Upper Paleolithic, the average cranial capacity 
decrease in Europe amounted to ~200 cm
3
 (Henneberg 1988). Although a simultaneous decline 
in overall body size has also been observed in Homo sapiens (Hawks 2011; Henneberg 1988; 
Larsen 2006; Wiercinski 1979), it is not directly proportional to the decline in cranial capacity, 
as is suggested by the slightly lower estimated EQ value of ~5.3 for the time period in question 
(McCarthy et al. 2012). Recent Holocene encephalization decline in modern humans seemingly 
contradicts the previously discussed earlier and much longer period of steadily increasing 
encephalization growth (Falk 2011). As such, the causation of this observed decline in 
encephalization, as well as its implications on modern human evolution, remains a contested 
topic. 
 
2.3 Brain Size, Body Mass, and Cranial Morphology 
 
Brain size’s evolutionary significance to the emergence of Homo in general and Homo 
sapiens specifically makes it a primary factor of interest in the paleoanthropological assessment 
of hominid fossil material. Unfortunately, as with all soft organic tissues, the brains of extinct 
hominids more often than not fail to fossilize properly for preservation purposes (Conroy & 
Pontzer 2012), thus expunging relevant data from the fossil record in the process – with notable 
exceptions such as Taung 1, more commonly known as the “Taung Child”, a cranium of an 
Australopithecus africanus child that includes a naturally-formed endocast of the braincase (Falk 
2011). As such, in the endeavor of extracting data concerning encephalization and brain size 
from the fossil record, paleoanthropologists need to rely on brain size’s skeletal proxy of cranial 
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capacity – defined as the measure of the volume of the cranium’s interior space – which closely 
correlates in volume with brain size (Acer et al. 2007; Holloway et al. 2004; Jerison 1973). 
Despite the close equivalency of cranial capacity and brain size, care must be taken not to 
discuss the two variables unequivocally and/or interchangeably, as the brain does not take up the 
entirety of the available space within the cranial vault. Instead, the brain is enveloped by the 
meninges – protective membranes composed of the dura mater, the arachnoid mater, and the pia 
mater – and suspended in a buffer cushion of cerebrospinal fluid that serves to provide basic 
mechanical and immunological protection (Wright et al. 2012). At any given time, the total 
amount of cerebrospinal fluid contained in the cranial vault amounts to 125-150 mL (Wright et 
al. 2012). Consequently, corrections that take into account this extra volume have to be applied 
when using cranial capacity as a proxy for brain size. 
Although absolute cranial capacity – i.e., the total volumetric measure of the braincase – 
is useful data, relative cranial capacity – i.e., the ratio of brain size to overall body mass – is a 
more telling indicator of a taxon’s overall degree of encephalization in comparison to other taxa, 
and, by inference, that taxon’s cognitive capabilities as well (Dunbar 2009; Reader & Laland 
2002; Roth & Dicke 2005). Brain-to-body mass ratio is expressed numerically via the 
encephalization quotient (EQ) as defined by Jerison (1973). Using EQ, researchers may make 
comparisons regarding the degree of encephalization between individual organisms belonging to 
the same species as well as between different species (Harvey et al. 1987; Jerison 1973). The 
baseline for EQ in a given species artificially is defined as 1 (Cairó 2011). EQ > 1 indicates an 
above-average brain-to-body-mass ratio – i.e., the organism in question exhibits a larger brain 
than one would expect for its overall body size – whereas EQ < 1 indicates a below-average 
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brain-to-body-mass ratio – i.e., the organism in question exhibits a smaller brain than one would 
expect for its overall body size. 
Jerison’s (1973) work on EQ is based on the pioneering efforts of Snell (1892). Drawing 
on observed patterns of mammalian allometry, Snell developed a basic equation for the purpose 
of encephalization estimation: 
𝐸 = 𝐶𝑆𝑟 
where E = brain mass, C = the empirically determined encephalization factor, S = body mass, 
and r = the exponential constant to which body weight is raised (MacPhail 1982; Williams 
2002). Based on Snell’s work, Jerison subsequently determined the following equation for 
calculating EQ: 




Likewise, drawing on data from various mammalian clades, Jerison (1973) concluded an 
approximate value of E = 0.12 and r = 0.67 for the vertebrate phylum. Later expansions in the 
sample database subsequently suggested a more accurate value of r = 0.75 for mammals 
specifically (Armstrong 1983; Harvey & Bennett 1983; Martin 1981; Pagel & Harvey 1989). 
Although E is a stable constant for all mammalian clades, the exact value of r is dependent on 
the specific taxonomic group to which it is applied, resulting in substantial sample-based 
variation of interspecific brain/body allometry (Szarski 1980). Due to the fact that cladistical 
comparative analysis on a supra-species level invariably incorporates more and more distantly-
related and, thus, distinct-from-each-other taxa, the exponential constant r tends to decrease in 
quantity as one restricts the degree of taxonomic inclusiveness (Pilbeam & Gould 1974; 
Williams 2002). That is to say, allometric slopes tend to be higher at higher taxonomic levels 
(Riska & Atchley 1985; Williams 2002). On the intraspecific level, r values often drop to a range 
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of 0.2-0.4, indicating a greater degree of allometric independence between brain size and body 
mass than is seen on the interspecific level (Jerison 1973; Shea 1983). In the case of primates as 
a baseline group, a reasonable r value for purposes of quantifying EQ among distinct but closely 
related primate taxa corresponds to Louis Lapicque’s (1898) universal exponent r = 0.28 for 
closely related taxa (Williams 2002).  
In the case of intraspecific evaluation of allometric scaling relationships between brain 
size and body mass, care must be taken not to mingle extrapolations from static data – the 
primary source of data in the case of interspecific comparisons – with longitudinal data reflecting 
the development of brain-to-body-mass ratios throughout an individual’s life span (Shea 1983). 
Considering ontogenetic processes, the majority of brain growth occurs prenatally; the opposite 
is true for body mass, the majority of which is added postnatally (Gould 1975; Shea 1983). As 
such, brain-to-body-mass ratio scales at a significantly higher level prenatally than postnatally 
(Gould 1975). The aforementioned intraspecific r range of 0.2-0.4 thus reflects the ontogenetic 
average over an individual’s total life span; the slope of r for brain-to-body-mass ratio usually is 
significantly higher during the prenatal stage before then leveling after birth (Gould 1975; Shea 
1983). Accordingly, there is no definitive correspondence between postnatal intraspecific 
patterns of allometry and evolutionary allometric trends acting on an interspecific level (Ford & 
Corruccini 1985; Lande 1979; Shea 1983; Steudel 1982). The concentration of the majority of 
encephalizational development during the prenatal stage thus alludes to a greater intraspecific 
degree of allometric independence between brain size and other scaling factors that are 
characterized by later ontogenetic onsets than is seen in interspecific comparisons. 
Because the calculation of EQ requires knowledge of brain and body mass (Harvey et al. 
1987; Jerison 1973), paleoanthropologists rely on estimates for both in order to successfully 
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establish an EQ value for extinct taxa of hominins. Due to the previously touched-upon issues of 
taphonomy associated with the assessment of fossil remains, such an undertaking is usually 
complicated by the incomplete nature of the majority of available fossil material. A majority of 
body mass estimation methods that have been devised for hominins rely on features of the 
postcranial skeleton (Auerbach & Ruff 2004; Ruff 2000). For example, bi-illiac-pelvic-breadth-
based (BIB) estimation requires an at least partially-preserved pelvis (Auerbach & Ruff 2004); 
femoral-head-diameter-based (FHD) estimation requires a completely preserved femoral head 
(Auerbach & Ruff 2004); and long-bone-regression-formulae-based estimation requires partially-
preserved long bones such as the humerus or femur (McHenry 1992). Unfortunately, most 
recovered fossil hominin material is cranial, rendering the employment of body mass estimation 
methods based on postcranial predictor features impossible in many cases. 
Fortunately, other body mass estimation methods exist that rely solely on cranial 
predictor features (Aiello & Wood 1994; McHenry 1988; Spocter & Manger 2007). Some of 
these methods are based on dental characteristics (McHenry 1988), whereas other methods make 
use of non-dental cranial predictor features (Aiello & Wood 1994; Spocter & Manger 2007). 
Dentally-based body mass estimations are less well-suited for hominins than they are for other 
taxa of primates due to the relatively well-developed masticular complex of australopithecines 
(McHenry 1988; Pilbeam & Gould 1974) in comparison to the relatively undersized dentition 
and masticular apparatus of Homo (Hillson 2005; Pilbeam & Gould 1974), resulting in either 
over-prediction or under-prediction, respectively, of actual body mass (Aiello & Wood 1994; 
McHenry 1988). In comparison, non-dental cranial-predictor-feature-based body mass estimation 
produces results more in line with those derived from postcranial predictor features for most taxa 
of hominins (Aiello & Wood 1994).  
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Drawing on data measured from a variety of extant and extinct primate taxa, Aiello & 
Wood (1994) and, subsequently, Spocter & Manger (2007) have assessed a wide selection of 
non-dental cranial predictor features for their potential concerning accurate body mass 
estimation. Both pairs of researchers concluded that body mass estimation based on certain 
cranial predictor features provides nearly as accurate body mass estimation results as the more 
well-established postcranial-predictor-feature-based body mass estimation methods do. Which 
cranial predictor feature is best-suited for body mass estimation depends on the taxon in question 
– for example, for hominins, orbital area, orbital height, and biporionic breadth were found to 
produce body mass estimates most closely in line with those derived from postcranial predictor 
features (Aiello & Wood 1994). Specifically, the margin of error in body mass estimation for 
these three predictor features is 15-19% (Aiello & Wood 1994), resembling the margin of error 
for the most-widely used postcranial predictor features (Dagosto & Terranova 1992). 
 
2.4 Evolutionary Selective Pressures on Cranial Morphology 
 
Any comparative attempt to predict the body mass of various taxa based on skeletal 
predictor features must take into account the morphological evolutionary history of that 
respective feature. This is especially the case for Homo sapiens. During the evolutionary course 
of Homo, the postcranial skeleton more or less assumed its modern form by the time of Homo 
erectus 1.8mya (Lordkipanidze et al. 2007; Pontzer et al. 2010). In stark contrast, the cranium 
continued to undergo drastic morphological changes up until the emergence of Homo sapiens 
200kya and beyond (Conroy & Pontzer 2012).  
The primary evolutionary change that has driven the morphological reconfiguration of 
the modern human cranium compared to anteceding pre-Homo hominins is an increase in 
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encephalization and the corresponding expansion of the cranial vault (Lieberman et al. 2002). In 
any complex morphological system that is subject to the laws of biological adaptation, the 
individual components follow a coordinated pattern of correlated scaling evolution at various 
degrees of strength (Lieberman 2000; Montgomery et al. 2016). Adhering to this expectation, the 
expanding cranial vault’s increase in volume and subsequent demand for extra physical space – 
alongside other evolutionary pressures – significantly impacted the rest of the cranium as well 
(Lieberman et al. 2002). 
Compared to allometric ratios pertaining to expected facial size for both primates in 
general as well as hominins specifically, the size of the face is reduced in Homo sapiens (Aiello 
& Wood 1994; Pilbeam & Gould 1974). Facial reduction is most acutely localized in the area 
surrounding the orbits (Lieberman et al. 2002). As the cranial vault expanded, the facial bones 
compacted as a biomechanical response (Chaline 2003; Lieberman et al. 2002). Additionally, 
further evolutionary changes in the orbital and masticular areas, as well as a general trend 
towards orthognathism (Lieberman et al. 2002; Trinkaus 1987), likewise contributed to an 
overall reduction of the facial area in Homo sapiens. 
Contrary to overall facial size reduction, orbital size is increased in Homo sapiens (Aiello 
& Wood 1994; Ravosa 1991). The observed degree of orbital expansion is unusual given the fact 
that, like all hominids, humans are a diurnally adapted species. In most cases, large orbits are 
indicative of a nocturnal adaptation (Veilleux & Kirk 2014). Additionally, orbital expansion is at 
odds with the aforementioned strong concentration of upper facial reduction. Possible 
explanations for the relative increase in orbital size in modern humans are a more pronounced 
degree of neoteny (Bednarik 2012; Jones 1995; Pilbeam & Gould 1974) resulting in child-like 
large orbits being retained in adult modern humans, as well as a general biomechanical response 
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to the contraction of the face in order to maintain acceptable levels of visual ability (Chaline 
2003; Ravosa 1991).  
Similar to overall facial size, the masticular apparatus in Homo sapiens also is reduced 
drastically compared to earlier hominins – both pre-Homo as well as early Homo (Fitch 2010; 
Hillson 2005; Pilbeam & Gould 1974; Stedman et al. 2004). A decrease in masticular size 
continues to be observable after the emergence of Homo sapiens, as earlier Pleistocene 
specimens of Homo sapiens exhibited much more pronounced degrees of robusticity in the 
masticular area than the more modern Holocene specimens (Vonderach 2008). The reduction of 
the jaws on both an inter- as well as intra-specific level was most likely driven by dietary 
changes (Pilbeam & Gould 1974; Vonderach 2008) and is one of the reasons for the 
aforementioned unsuitability of dental features for body mass estimation purposes. In addition to 
dietary and its corresponding behavioral changes, a biomechanical response to the expansion of 
the cranial vault is also a possible factor that may have contributed to the reduction of the 
masticular apparatus (Sullivan 1978). More recently, an inversion of this causational relationship 
has been proposed, as some genetic evidence suggests that cranial vault expansion was made 
possible by the availability of extra space freed up by the gracilization of the masticular 
apparatus (Stedman et al. 2004). 
Homo sapiens’ basicranium is significantly reconfigured compared to earlier pre-Homo 
hominins and to an extent earlier species of Homo (Bastir et al. 2010). On a general level, the 
basicranial area of Homo sapiens is characterized by an overall trend towards compaction and 
flexure (Jeffery & Spoor 2002; Lieberman et al. 2002) as well as the anteroinferior migration of 
the foramen magnum from the posterior plane of the cranial vault to its current inferiorly located 
position at the forward base of the occipital bone (Bastir et al. 2010; Russo & Kirk 2013). The 
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migratory onset of the foramen magnum as a morphological accompaniment to the locomotory 
adaptation of bipedalism is first seen among the earliest hominins such as Sahelanthropus and 
Ardipithecus and continually progressed throughout the evolutionary history of hominins until 
the full emergence of a modern postcranial skeleton (Russo & Kirk 2013). Coupled with the 
restriction in available space that was caused by the expansion of the cranial vault, the foramen 
magnum’s relocation may have contributed to broad morphological changes visible in the human 
basicranium today (Jeffery 2003).  
Another factor of importance that greatly impacted the morphology of the modern human 
basicranium was the emergence of spoken language and its accompanying morphological 
adaptations – for example, laryngeal descent, a human morphological adaptation to speech 
production seen in its beginning stages in Homo erectus (Baba et al. 2003; Fitch 2010; 
Lieberman 1991). Laryngeal descent significantly reduces available basicranial space, 
consequently necessitating a globular cranial shape in order to retain enough space for the 
expansion of the brain case (Aiello 1996; Aitchison 2000; Lieberman et al. 2002). Cranial vault 
expansion and laryngeal descent-induced basicranial spatial reconfiguration perhaps constituted 
mutually reinforcing selective pressures in the overall cranial morphological changes that 
distinguish modern Homo sapiens from its immediate hominin forbearers. 
Keeping in mind these evolutionary changes, it is nevertheless prudent to appreciate 
cranial predictor features as viable means for body mass estimation. Cranial predictor features 
become especially useful in a paleoanthropological context where researchers often do not have 
access to any postcranial material for their work. As such, when faced with the conundrum of 
having to estimate body mass with regard to encephalization processes without reliable 
postcranial predictor features to base such estimations upon, the availability of cranial predictor 
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features for the same purpose proves to be a worthwhile alternative – especially given how these 
features also directly interact with cranial capacity as a proxy for brain size. The study at hand 
aims to shed light on this suspected connection between cranial predictor features of body mass 
and their hypothesized scaling relationships with cranial capacity. 
 
2.5 Research Question 
 
To recap, brain size is proportionally correlated with body size at differentially 
pronounced rates for interspecific and intraspecific taxonomic comparisons. This ratio, expressed 
numerically as the EQ, is derived from calculating the quotient of brain mass divided by the 
product of the encephalization factor and body mass raised to the power of the exponential 
constant r. At the same time, body mass may be predicted via certain cranial predictor features 
and thus correlates to varying degrees with each of these features. The relationship between the 
variables contained within these two sets of measurements, as well as the shared nature of one 
variable – i.e., body mass – begs the question whether the unshared variables of brain size and 
cranial predictor features also correlate. That is to say, is the scaling relationship between brain 
size, body mass, and cranial predictor features that have been proven to correlate with body mass 
unilineal and uni-directional in nature or do all three variables correlate tri-linearly with each 
other (Figure 1)? 
The intent of the study at hand is to demonstrate whether brain size via its skeletal proxy 
of cranial capacity scales with those cranial predictor features that may also be used for body 
mass estimation. Dental predictor features are not considered for the purposes of the study, as 
previous researchers have demonstrated that dental predictor features lead to underestimations of 
body mass in Homo sapiens. Instead, a selection of non-dental cranial predictor features was 
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chosen by the author with special regard to their interrelated nature with cranial capacity and 
their function as components of the greater morphological unit comprising the human cranium.  
The viability of each cranial predictor feature that was selected by the author for consideration in 
the study at hand for the purpose of estimating brain size is evaluated in terms of that cranial 
predictor feature’s degree of correlation with cranial capacity. Ultimately, the study attempts to 
establish whether the relationship between selected non-dental cranial predictor features and 




Figure 1. Equally-Weighted Unilineal vs. Trilinear Scaling Model among Brain Size, Body 
Mass, and Cranial Predictor Features of Body Mass 
 
Chapter 3: Methodology 
 
3.1 Research Sample 
 
The skeletal material chosen for data collection is part of the William M. Bass Donated 
Skeletal Collection, housed at the Forensic Anthropology Center of the University of Tennessee 
in Knoxville, Tennessee. The William M. Bass Donated Skeletal Collection provides a forensic 





century. As such, only crania of recent anatomically modern humans of American origins were 
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selected for the purposes of this study. In total, a sample of 100 male and 100 female crania were 
selected. The sample covers a time span of 23 years from 1988 to 2011 for the earliest and most 
recently deceased individuals, respectively. Age at death ranged from 29 years to 95 years for 
females and 33 years to 101 years for males. The mean age at time of death was 68 years for 
females (s = 15 years) and 63 years for males (s = 14 years). Nearly all crania were fully intact, 
with the exception of one female missing the left occipital condyle, and one male missing a large 
portion of the palate and upper maxilla. 
Crania were separated by sex and measurements taken for each group individually in 
order to account for differences in cranial morphology due to sexual dimorphism. Additionally, 
in order to factor out as best as possible biological variation in cranial anatomy due to genetic 
ancestry, only crania belonging to individuals who were classified racially as “white” at death 
were considered for the purposes of this study. Although selection constraints for different age 
cohorts due to aging-related morphological changes in cranial anatomy were initially considered, 
sample bias – i.e., the overrepresentation of elderly individuals in a forensic collection coupled 
with the overall scarcity of available crania for study – had to be taken into account in the final 
assessment of the skeletal material. As such, no special considerations were made to exclude 
individuals from the sample one might consider too young or old.  
Fourteen cranial predictor features were measured (Tables 4-5; Figures 2-3). The 
selection is, for the most part, the same as was used by Aiello & Wood (1994), who previously 
demonstrated correlations between the same cranial predictor features and body mass in 
nonhuman primates. Intercanine breadth was excluded from the selection of cranial predictor 
features due to its close association with dental dimensions. The inclusion of intercanine breadth 
in the research sample for a population of modern humans may result in the same issues of
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Table 4. “Orbital” Predictor Features 





Orbital Breadth (BORB) Direct Distance Between Maxillofrontale (A) and Ectoconchion (B) 
Orbital Height (HORB) Direct 
Maximum Distance Between the Superior and Inferior Orbital Margins 
Perpendicular to BORB (C) 
Orbital Area (ORBA) Derived Product of Orbital Breadth and Height 
Interorbital Breadth (IORB) Direct Chord Distance from Left to Right Maxillofrontale (A) 
Biorbital Breadth (BIOR) Direct Chord Distance from Left to Right Ectoconchion (B) 
Postorbital Breadth (PORB) Direct Chord Distance from Left to Right Frontotemporale Temporale (D) 
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Table 5.  “Basicranial” Predictor Features 
Cranial Predictor Feature 
(Abbreviation) 
Direct/Derived Description5 
Biporionic Breadth (BPOR) Direct Chord Distance from Left Right Porion (E) 
Palate Length (LPAL) Direct Chord Distance Between Orale (F) and Staphylion (G) 
Foramen Magnum Length (LFM) Direct Distance Between Basion (H) and Opisthion (I) 
Foramen Magnum Breadth 
(BFM) 
Direct Maximum Distance in the Coronal Plane Between the Inner Margins of the 
Foramen Magnum (J) 
Foramen Magnum Area (FMA) Derived Product of Foramen Magnum Length and Breadth 
Occipital Condyle Length 
(LOCC) 
Direct Maximum Chord Length in the Longitudinal Axis of the Condyle (K) 
Occipital Condyle Breadth 
(BOCC) 
Direct Maximum Distance Across the Condyle Perpendicular to the Longitudinal 
Axis (L) 
Occipital Condyle Area (OCCA) Derived Product of Occipital Condyle Length and Breadth 
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Figure 2. Anatomical Landmarks for Directly Measured “Orbital” Predictor Features
6
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Figure 3. Anatomical Landmarks for Directly Measured “Basicranial” Predictor Features
7
  
                                                          
7




under-prediction innate to dental predictor features that have already been demonstrated 
previously in the case of body mass for anatomically modern humans (Aiello & Wood 1994).  
For orbital breadth, orbital height, occipital condyle breadth, and occipital condyle 
length, measurements were taken for both left and right sides and then averaged. In order to be 
able to make broader craniomorphic comparisons, cranial predictor features were divided into 
two groups: “orbital” predictor features (orbital breadth, orbital height, orbital area, interorbital 
breadth, biorbital breadth, and postorbital breadth) and “basicranial” predictor features 
(biporionic breadth, palate length, foramen magnum length, foramen magnum breadth, foramen 
magnum area, occipital condyle length, occipital condyle breadth, and occipital condyle area). 
Although the palate is not strictly speaking a part of the basicranium, for simplicity’s sake palate 
length is included here with the other basicranial predictor features due to its spatial proximity to 
the basicranium.  
Due to some anatomical oddities in a few selected crania, a number of adjustments had to 
be made for some data sets of individual cranial predictor features in the male and/or female 
sample. In the male sample, three specimens exhibited a fusion of the first cervical vertebra 
(atlas) to the basicranium, making the measurement of occipital condyle length and breadth 
physically impossible. As a consequence, the sample size for occipital condyle length, occipital 
condyle breadth, and occipital condyle area was adjusted accordingly in the male sample to n = 
97. Similarly, another male specimen lacked parts of the upper maxilla and palate, rendering a 
complete measurement of palate length impossible. Adjustments to male sample size for palate 
length again were made to n = 99 for all calculations. In the female sample, one specimen had no 
left occipital condyle. Measurements for average occipital condyle length, occipital condyle 
breadth, and occipital condyle area were, thus, based on measurements of the right occipital 
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condyle only. No adjustment to the sample size for further calculations was necessary in this 
case. In the case of interorbital breadth, specifically in the male sample, an adjustment was 
considered to exclude one extreme data point (6.8 standard deviations above the male interorbital 
breadth sample mean) from the sample. However, given the large male interorbital breadth 
sample size, the extreme outlier’s distortional impact on the correlation analysis’s results was 
minimal. A judgement call to retain the data point was deemed appropriate. 
In addition to these fourteen cranial predictor features, maximum cranial dimensions for 
length, width, and height were also measured for the purpose of biometrically estimating cranial 
capacity. Regression equations for anatomically modern human males and females have been 
established by Lee and Pearson (1901) for this purpose: 
 




(max. length)(max. breadth)(max. height) cm
3
 




(max. length)(max. breadth)(max. height) cm
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where maximum cranial length = anteroposterior distance (in cm) between glabellar point and 
opisthocranion, maximum cranial breadth = transverse distance (in cm) between parietal 
euryons, and maximum cranial height = distance (cm) between bregma and basion. Although the 
reliability of morphometric cranial capacity estimation varies due to the inability to account for 
individual differences in skull thickness, expected results are generally reasonably accurate 
(Manjunath 2002). An alternative volumetric approach of filling up the cranial vault with a fill 
material was considered but had to be abandoned due to the fragile state of the sample crania. 
Depending on suitability, two different devices were used for measuring each cranial 
predictor feature, as well as the cranial vault dimensions: 
 Paleo-Tech Concepts student spreading calipers 
 Fowler Co. electronic sliding calipers. 
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Sliding calipers were primarily employed for measuring the extents of cranial predictor features. 
For the purpose of measuring cranial vault dimensions, spreading calipers were used instead. 
Direct measurements were taken on the cranium as is, whereas derived area measurements 
(orbital area, foramen magnum area, occipital condyle area) were calculated from direct 
measurements using the standard formula for the area of an ellipse. 
 
3.2 Statistical Analysis 
 
Once data collection was completed, statistical analysis was employed to establish the 
nature of the scaling relationships between a given cranial predictor feature and cranial capacity 
as estimated from cranial vault dimensions. In order to determine the degree of difference and its 
statistical significance between the male and female sample, Student’s t-tests were conducted 
comparing the sample means of the fourteen cranial predictor features, the three cranial vault 
dimensions, and estimated cranial capacity between males and females. The following null 
hypothesis was tested with regard to the difference of sample means between males and females: 
 
H0:  “Male and female sample means do not significantly differ from each other.” 
 
Additionally, in order to account for possible dependencies of cranial predictor features 
on individual cranial vault dimensions that might, in turn, influence the cranial predictor 
feature’s scaling relationship with estimated cranial capacity, the following null hypothesis was 
tested with regard to each cranial predictor feature’s scaling relationship with maximum cranial 
length, maximum cranial breadth, and maximum cranial height, respectively: 
 
H0:  “There is no scaling relationship between the cranial predictor feature and a 
cranial vault dimension.” 
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Subsequently, the following null hypothesis was then tested for each cranial predictor feature 
with regard to that cranial predictor feature’s scaling relationship with estimated cranial capacity: 
 
H0:  “There is no scaling relationship between the cranial predictor feature and 
estimated cranial capacity.” 
 
Finally, in order to account for the impact of aging on the state of overall cranial morphology, 
the following null hypothesis was tested with regard to each cranial predictor feature’s scaling 
relationship with age at death: 
 
H0:  “There is no scaling relationship between the cranial predictor feature and age at 
death.” 
 
Correlation analysis using Pearson’s r was employed to test for the null hypothesis at a 
95% confidence interval. In terms of dependence of variables, cranial vault dimensions/estimated 
cranial capacity were assumed to be the independent variables, whereas cranial predictor features 
were treated as the dependent variables. Rejection of the null hypothesis for a given cranial 
predictor feature demonstrated a statistically significant scaling relationship between that cranial 
predictor feature and cranial vault dimensions/estimated cranial capacity. Failure to reject the 
null hypothesis, on the other hand, demonstrated the lack of any such scaling relationship 
between the cranial predictor feature and cranial vault dimensions/estimated cranial capacity. 
Probability values (p) were calculated in order to represent the likelihood of the data at hand 
having arisen if the respective null hypothesis for each cranial predictor feature was successfully 
rejected. If the calculated probability value exceeded the confidence interval (>0.05), the null 
hypothesis failed to be rejected. If the calculated probability value equaled or remained below 
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the confidence interval (≤0.05), the null hypothesis was successfully rejected for that cranial 
predictor feature’s scaling relationships with cranial vault dimensions/estimated cranial capacity. 
 
Chapter 4: Results 
 
Tables 6-9 compile the sample means, standard deviations, and sample sizes for the 
fourteen cranial predictor features. Due to differences in unit order of magnitude, direct vs. 
derived cranial predictor features are separated into different tables. Tables 10-11 compile the 
sample means, standard deviations, and sample sizes for the three cranial vault dimensions. 
Tables 12-13 likewise provide the same information for estimated cranial capacity.  
The results of Student’s t-tests that were conducted to assess the level of statistically 
significant difference between the male and female sample means suggested that the sexes differ 
at a statistically significant level for all of the fourteen cranial predictor features, the three cranial 
vault dimensions, and estimated cranial capacity. For each tested variable, probability values 
remained below the established 95% confidence interval, suggesting a strong degree of statistical 
significance separating the male and female sample means. The null hypothesis therefore was 
successfully rejected for each variable. Probability values and the state of the null hypothesis for 
each variable are summarized in Table 14.  
Tables 15-17 provide a summary of correlation coefficients, coefficients of 
determination, probability values, and the state of the null hypothesis for each cranial predictor 
feature with regard to maximum cranial length, maximum cranial breadth, and maximum cranial 
height, respectively. Table 18 provides the same information for each cranial predictor feature 




Table 6.  Male Direct Cranial Predictor Features Sample Mean, Standard Deviation, and 
Sample Size 





Sample Size  
Orbital Breadth (BORB) 4.15 0.17 100 
Orbital Height (HORB) 3.46 0.19 100 
Interorbital Breadth (IORB) 2.06 0.35 100 
Biorbital Breadth (BIOR) 9.99 0.40 100 
Postorbital Breadth (PORB) 10.62 0.42 100 
Biporionic Breadth (BPOR) 12.21 0.51 100 
Palate Length (LPAL) 4.59 0.34 99 
Foramen Magnum Length (LFM) 3.70 0.25 100 
Foramen Magnum Breadth (BFM) 3.19 0.23 100 
Occipital Condyle Length (LOCC) 2.79 0.24 97 
Occipital Condyle Breadth (BOCC) 1.40 0.16 97 
 
Table 7. Male Derived Cranial Predictor Features Sample Mean, Standard Deviation, and 
Sample Size  









Sample Size  
Orbital Area (ORBA) 11.30 0.88 100 
Foramen Magnum Area (FMA) 9.30 1.13 100 




Table 8. Female Direct Cranial Predictor Features Sample Mean, Standard Deviation, and 
Sample Size  





Sample Size  
Orbital Breadth (BORB) 4.00 0.15 100 
Orbital Height (HORB) 3.39 0.18 100 
Interorbital Breadth (IORB) 1.93 0.19 100 
Biorbital Breadth (BIOR) 9.56 0.32 100 
Postorbital Breadth (PORB) 10.12 0.37 100 
Biporionic Breadth (BPOR) 11.46 0.43 100 
Palate Length (LPAL) 4.25 0.34 100 
Foramen Magnum Length (LFM) 3.50 0.25 100 
Foramen Magnum Breadth (BFM) 2.99 0.19 100 
Occipital Condyle Length (LOCC) 2.53 0.16 100 
Occipital Condyle Breadth (BOCC) 1.26 0.13 100 
 
Table 9.  Female Derived Cranial Predictor Features Sample Mean, Standard Deviation, and 
Sample Size 









Sample Size  
Orbital Area (ORBA) 10.66 0.76 100 
Foramen Magnum Area (FMA) 8.25 0.94 100 





Table 10.  Male Cranial Vault Dimensions Sample Mean, Standard Deviation, and Sample Size  





Sample Size  
Maximum Cranial Length (MCRL) 18.76 0.81 100 
Maximum Cranial Breadth (MCRB) 13.80 0.57 100 
Maximum Cranial Height (MCRH) 11.94 0.51 100 
 
Table 11. Female Cranial Vault Dimensions Sample Mean, Standard Deviation, and Sample 
Size 





Sample Size  
Maximum Cranial Length (MCRL) 17.64 0.70 100 
Maximum Cranial Breadth (MCRB) 13.44 0.48 100 
Maximum Cranial Height (MCRH) 11.29 0.51 100 
 
Table 12.  Male Estimated Cranial Capacity Sample Mean, Standard Deviation, and Sample Size 









Sample Size  
Cranial Capacity (CC) 1489.54 107.69 100 
 
Table 13. Female Estimated Cranial Capacity Sample Mean, Standard Deviation, and Sample 
Size 









Sample Size  




Table 14.  Student’s T-Test Comparison of Male and Female Sample Means for Cranial 
Predictor Features, Cranial Vault Dimensions, and Estimated Cranial Capacity 
Cranial Vault Dimension 
(Abbreviation) 
Probability Value (p) Null Hypothesis 
Orbital Breadth (BORB) <0.01 Rejected 
Orbital Height (HORB) <0.01 Rejected 
Orbital Area (ORBA) <0.01 Rejected 
Interorbital Breadth (IORB) <0.01 Rejected 
Biorbital Breadth (BIOR) <0.01 Rejected 
Postorbital Breadth (PORB) <0.01 Rejected 
Biporionic Breadth (BPOR) <0.01 Rejected 
Palate Length (LPAL) <0.01 Rejected 
Foramen Magnum Length (LFM) <0.01 Rejected 
Foramen Magnum Breadth (BFM) <0.01 Rejected 
Foramen Magnum Area (FMA) <0.01 Rejected 
Occipital Condyle Length (LOCC) <0.01 Rejected 
Occipital Condyle Breadth (BOCC) <0.01 Rejected 
Occipital Condyle Area (OCCA) <0.01 Rejected 
Maximum Cranial Length (MCRL) <0.01 Rejected 
Maximum Cranial Breadth (MCRB) <0.01 Rejected 
Maximum Cranial Height (MCRH) <0.01 Rejected 





Table 15.  Correlation Analysis of Cranial Predictor Features and Maximum Cranial Length 
Cranial Predictor Feature 
(Abbreviation) 










Orbital Breadth (BORB) 
♂ 100 0.26 6.96% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.25 6.29% 0.01 Rejected 
Orbital Height (HORB) 
♂ 100 -0.01 0.02% 0.90 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 0.16 2.56% 0.09 Not Rejected 
Orbital Area (ORBA) 
♂ 100 0.13 1.66% 0.18 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 0.25 6.30% <0.01 Rejected 
Interorbital Breadth 
(IORB) 
♂ 100 0.03 0.08% 0.78 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 0.13 1.63% 0.18 Not Rejected 
Biorbital Breadth (BIOR) 
♂ 100 0.31 9.66% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.24 5.91% 0.01 Rejected 
Postorbital Breadth 
(PORB) 
♂ 100 0.32 9.99% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.19 3.54% 0.04 Rejected 
 
 

















♂ 100 0.05 0.26% 0.61 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 0.21 4.48% 0.02 Rejected 
Palate Length (LPAL) 
♂ 99 0.27 7.34% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.25 6.04% 0.01 Rejected 
Foramen Magnum 
Length (LFM) 
♂ 100 0.30 8.75% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.38 14.20% <0.01 Rejected 
Foramen Magnum 
Breadth (BFM) 
♂ 100 0.24 5.82% 0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.14 1.86% 0.15 Not Rejected 
Foramen Magnum Area 
(FMA) 
♂ 100 0.32 9.93% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.31 9.82% <0.01 Rejected 
Occipital Condyle Length 
(LOCC) 
♂ 97 0.20 4.19% 0.03 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.21 4.38% 0.02 Rejected 
 
 
(Table 15 continued) 
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Cranial Predictor Feature 
(Abbreviation) 












♂ 97 0.25 6.09% 0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.10 0.97% 0.31 Not Rejected 
Occipital Condyle Area 
(OCCA) 
♂ 97 0.30 9.22% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.18 3.39% 0.05 Rejected 
 
 
Table 16.  Correlation Analysis of Cranial Predictor Features and Maximum Cranial Breadth 
Cranial Predictor Feature 
(Abbreviation) 










Orbital Breadth (BORB) 
♂ 100 0.37 13.55% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.10 0.99% 0.30 Not Rejected 
Orbital Height (HORB) 
♂ 100 0.24 5.75% 0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.25 6.33% <0.01 Rejected 
 
 
(Table 16 continued) 
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Cranial Predictor Feature 
(Abbreviation) 










Orbital Area (ORBA) 
♂ 100 0.36 13.20% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.25 6.01% 0.01 Rejected 
Interorbital Breadth 
(IORB) 
♂ 100 0.27 7.27% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.20 3.99% 0.03 Rejected 
Biorbital Breadth (BIOR) 
♂ 100 0.54 28.87% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.27 7.41% <0.01 Rejected 
Postorbital Breadth 
(PORB) 
♂ 100 0.51 26.04% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.22 4.77% 0.02 Rejected 
Biporionic Breadth 
(BPOR) 
♂ 100 0.65 42.81% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.39 15.20% <0.01 Rejected 
Palate Length (LPAL) 
♂ 99 -0.01 <0.01% 0.95 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 -0.12 1.45% 0.21 Not Rejected 
 
 
(Table 16 continued) 
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Cranial Predictor Feature 
(Abbreviation) 












♂ 100 -0.08 0.66% 0.44 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 -0.08 0.57% 0.44 Not Rejected 
Foramen Magnum 
Breadth (BFM) 
♂ 100 0.10 1.08% 0.28 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 -0.08 0.62% 0.42 Not Rejected 
Foramen Magnum Area 
(FMA) 
♂ 100 0.02 0.06% 0.81 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 -0.09 0.75% 0.37 Not Rejected 
Occipital Condyle Length 
(LOCC) 
♂ 97 -0.13 1.68% 0.17 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 0.05 0.20% 0.65 Not Rejected 
Occipital Condyle 
Breadth (BOCC) 
♂ 97 0.21 4.48% 0.02 Rejected 
♀ 100 -0.02 0.06% 0.80 Not Rejected 
Occipital Condyle Area 
(OCCA) 
♂ 97 0.08 0.60% 0.43 Not Rejected 





Table 17.  Correlation Analysis of Cranial Predictor Features and Maximum Cranial Height 
Cranial Predictor Feature 
(Abbreviation) 










Orbital Breadth (BORB) 
♂ 100 0.41 16.83% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.12 1.39% 0.22 Not Rejected 
Orbital Height (HORB) 
♂ 100 0.12 1.43% 0.21 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 0.10 0.97% 0.31 Not Rejected 
Orbital Area (ORBA) 
♂ 100 0.30 8.96% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.14 1.83% 0.15 Not Rejected 
Interorbital Breadth 
(IORB) 
♂ 99 0.13 1.81% 0.16 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 -0.05 0.28% 0.61 Not Rejected 
Biorbital Breadth (BIOR) 
♂ 100 0.48 22.88% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.16 2.42% 0.10 Not Rejected 
Postorbital Breadth 
(PORB) 
♂ 100 0.48 23.02% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.13 1.81% 0.15 Not Rejected 
 
 
(Table 17 continued) 
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Cranial Predictor Feature 
(Abbreviation) 












♂ 100 0.35 12.60% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.26 6.51% <0.01 Rejected 
Palate Length (LPAL) 
♂ 99 0.22 5.02% 0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.01 0.02% 0.90 Not Rejected 
Foramen Magnum 
Length (LFM) 
♂ 100 -0.01 0.01% 0.94 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 -0.07 0.56% 0.44 Not Rejected 
Foramen Magnum 
Breadth (BFM) 
♂ 100 0.12 1.45% 0.21 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 -0.15 2.28% 0.11 Not Rejected 
Foramen Magnum Area 
(FMA) 
♂ 100 0.07 0.54% 0.45 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 -0.11 1.27% 0.24 Not Rejected 
Occipital Condyle Length 
(LOCC) 
♂ 97 -0.20 3.84% 0.03 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.22 5.05% 0.01 Rejected 
 
 
(Table 17 continued) 
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Cranial Predictor Feature 
(Abbreviation) 












♂ 97 0.16 2.52% 0.10 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 -0.10 0.96% 0.31 Not Rejected 
Occipital Condyle Area 
(OCCA) 
♂ 97 0.01 0.02% 0.89 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 0.04 0.18% 0.67 Not Rejected 
 
 
Table 18.  Correlation Analysis of Cranial Predictor Features and Estimated Cranial Capacity 
Cranial Predictor Feature 
(Abbreviation) 










Orbital Breadth (BORB) 
♂ 100 0.46 21.02% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.22 4.95% 0.01 Rejected 
Orbital Height (HORB) 
♂ 100 0.15 2.22% 0.11 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 0.23 5.34% 0.01 Rejected 
 
 
(Table 18 continued) 
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Cranial Predictor Feature 
(Abbreviation) 










Orbital Area (ORBA) 
♂ 100 0.35 11.94% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.29 8.48% <0.01 Rejected 
Interorbital Breadth 
(IORB) 
♂ 100 0.19 3.53% 0.04 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.11 1.24% 0.25 Not Rejected 
Biorbital Breadth (BIOR) 
♂ 100 0.58 33.80% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.31 9.76% <0.01 Rejected 
Postorbital Breadth 
(PORB) 
♂ 100 0.57 32.68% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.25 6.37% <0.01 Rejected 
Biporionic Breadth 
(BPOR) 
♂ 100 0.46 21.20% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.40 15.95% <0.01 Rejected 
Palate Length (LPAL) 
♂ 99 0.21 4.61% 0.02 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.07 0.49% 0.48 Not Rejected 
 
 
(Table 18 continued) 
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Cranial Predictor Feature 
(Abbreviation) 












♂ 100 0.09 0.90% 0.33 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 0.10 1.05% 0.29 Not Rejected 
Foramen Magnum 
Breadth (BFM) 
♂ 100 0.21 4.48% 0.02 Rejected 
♀ 100 -0.05 0.25% 0.61 Not Rejected 
Foramen Magnum Area 
(FMA) 
♂ 100 0.19 3.52% 0.04 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.05 0.23% 0.62 Not Rejected 
Occipital Condyle Length 
(LOCC) 
♂ 97 -0.05 0.28% 0.59 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 0.24 5.61% 0.01 Rejected 
Occipital Condyle 
Breadth (BOCC) 
♂ 97 0.28 7.83% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 -0.01 0.02% 0.88 Not Rejected 
Occipital Condyle Area 
(OCCA) 
♂ 97 0.18 3.28% 0.05 Rejected 




The null hypotheses were tested for each cranial predictor feature with respect to the 
independent variables (cranial vault dimensions and estimated cranial capacity) at a confidence 
interval of 95% to determine the statistical significance of each data set for both sexes. In order 
to test the null hypothesis, probability values were compared against the confidence interval. If a 
probability value for a given cranial predictor feature exceeded the confidence interval (>0.05), 
the null hypothesis failed to be rejected. In this case, the correlation between the cranial predictor 
feature and the independent variable did not prove to be statistically significant. Probability 
values for a given cranial predictor feature equaling or remaining below the confidence interval 
(≤0.05), however, denoted a statistically significant correlation between the cranial predictor 
feature and the independent variable. The null hypothesis successfully was rejected. 
Roughly half of all cranial predictor features did not correlate at a statistically significant 
level with cranial vault dimensions for both sexes combined, failing to reject the null hypothesis 
in the process. Among the remaining cranial predictor features, how many exhibited statistically 
significant scaling relationships among both sexes and how many did so in one sex but not the 
other differed with regard to each individual cranial vault dimension. Likewise, considerable 
variation existed as far as which particular cranial predictor feature managed to successfully 
reject the null hypothesis with respect to which cranial vault dimension, again varying by sex. 
For maximum cranial length, the null hypothesis failed to be rejected for two cranial 
predictor features (orbital height and interorbital breadth) among both males and females. The 
null hypothesis failed to be rejected for five more cranial predictor features (orbital area, 
biporionic breadth, foramen magnum breadth, foramen magnum area, and occipital condyle 
breadth) in one sex but not the other. The null hypothesis was successfully rejected for the 
remaining seven cranial predictor features (orbital breadth, biorbital breadth, postorbital breadth, 
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palate length, foramen magnum length, occipital condyle length, and occipital condyle area) 
among both males and females. 
For maximum cranial breadth, the null hypothesis failed to be rejected for six cranial 
predictor features (palate length, foramen magnum length, foramen magnum breadth, foramen 
magnum area, occipital condyle length, and occipital condyle area) among both males and 
females. The null hypothesis failed to be rejected in two more cranial predictor features (orbital 
breadth and occipital condyle breadth) in one sex but not the other. The null hypothesis was 
successfully rejected for the remaining six cranial predictor features (orbital height, orbital area, 
interorbital breadth, biorbital breadth, postorbital breadth, and biporionic breadth) among both 
males and females.  
For maximum cranial height, the null hypothesis failed to be rejected for seven cranial 
predictor features (orbital height, interorbital breadth, foramen magnum length, foramen 
magnum breadth, foramen magnum area, occipital condyle breadth, and occipital condyle area) 
among both males and females. The null hypothesis failed to be rejected in five more cranial 
predictor features (orbital breadth, orbital area, biorbital breadth, postorbital breadth, and palate 
length) in one sex but not the other. The null hypothesis was successfully rejected for only two 
cranial predictor feature (biporionic breadth and occipital condyle length) among both males and 
females.  
Out of all three cranial vault dimensions, maximum cranial length produced both the 
greatest amount of statistically significant correlations with a given cranial predictor feature seen 
for at least one sex (nineteen) as well as among both males and females for the same cranial 
predictor feature (seven). Numbers for maximum cranial breadth lagged behind only slightly in 
terms of both the amount of statistically significant correlations with a given cranial predictor 
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feature seen for at least one sex (fourteen) as well as among both males and females for the same 
cranial predictor feature (six). Maximum cranial height produced the least amount of statistically 
significant correlations with a given cranial predictor feature seen for at least one sex (nine) as 
well as among both males and females for the same cranial predictor feature (two). 
In comparison to the individual cranial vault dimensions, the proportion of statistically 
significant, as opposed to statistically insignificant, correlations gravitated more strongly towards 
statistical significance in one sex but not the other in the case of estimated cranial capacity – with 
males returning statistically significant results but females failing to do the same in most cases. 
The null hypothesis failed to be rejected among both males and females for just one cranial 
predictor feature (foramen magnum length). The null hypothesis was successfully rejected in one 
sex but not the other for eight more cranial predictor features (orbital height, interorbital breadth, 
palate length, foramen magnum breadth, foramen magnum area, occipital condyle length, 
occipital condyle breadth, and occipital condyle area). The null hypothesis was successfully 
rejected among both males and females for the remaining five cranial predictor features (orbital 
breadth, orbital area, biorbital breadth, postorbital breadth, and biporionic breadth). Each of these 
five cranial predictor features also correlated at a statistically significant degree with at least one 
cranial vault dimension, although no cranial predictor feature did so with respect to all three 
cranial vault dimensions. 
Two of the five cranial predictor features correlated with just once cranial vault 
dimensions at a statistically significant degree. Orbital breadth exhibited a statistically significant 
degree of correlation with respect to maximum cranial length, and orbital area exhibited a 
statistically significant degree of correlation with respect to maximum cranial breadth. In 
contrast, the remaining three cranial predictor features correlated with two cranial vault 
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dimensions at a statistically significant degree. Biorbital breadth and postorbital breadth 
exhibited a statistically significant degree of correlation with respect to maximum cranial length 
and maximum cranial breadth, whereas biporionic breadth exhibited a statistically significant 
degree of correlation with respect to maximum cranial breadth and maximum cranial height. 
The amount of statistically significant “orbital” as opposed to “basicranial” data sets for 
cranial predictor features again varied with respect to each cranial vault dimension as well as 
estimated cranial capacity. For maximum cranial length, the null hypothesis was successfully 
rejected for more “basicranial” than “orbital” predictor features among both males and females. 
The opposite is true for maximum cranial breadth, with the null hypothesis having been 
successfully rejected more often for “orbital” than “basicranial” predictor features – with all the 
male and all but one female “orbital” predictor features returning statistically significant data 
sets. In the case of maximum cranial height, among females the null hypothesis failed to be 
rejected for any “orbital” predictor feature and was successfully rejected for only two 
“basicranial” predictor features. In contrast, the null hypothesis was successfully rejected for 
more “orbital” than “basicranial” predictor features among males. With respect to estimated 
cranial capacity, the null hypothesis was successfully rejected for more “orbital” than 
“basicranial” predictor features among females but for more “basicranial” than “orbital” 
predictor features among males. 
The degree of strength of correlation for each statistically significant correlation of 
cranial predictor features and cranial vault dimensions/estimated cranial capacity as quantified 
based on the calculation of Pearson’s r was then interpreted in a qualitative manner based on a 
scale of increments of 0.2 (Salkind 2002) as shown in Table 19. In this scheme of assessment, a 
degree of correlation resulting in a very weak strength of correlation (i.e., |r| ≤ 0.2) effectively 
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denotes a lack of statistical significance in most cases (although not always, as some variables 
characterized by a very weak strength of correlation nevertheless exhibit a p-value that equals or 
remains below the confidence interval). In contrast, weak, moderate, strong, or very strong 
associations (|r| ≥ 0.2) denote that the correlation for the respective cranial predictor feature is 
statistically significant (i.e., the null hypothesis was rejected). 
Males featured stronger degrees of correlation on average than females (Table 20), 
although this divergence in sexual dimorphism between males and females was not unilaterally 
true for every cranial predictor feature. For example, females exhibited a stronger degree of 
correlation for occipital condyle length than males with respect to cranial length, cranial height, 
and estimated cranial capacity (males exhibited a stronger degree of correlation for occipital 
condyle length than females with respect to maximum cranial breadth). The male mean 
correlation coefficient as derived from the individual correlation coefficients for each cranial 
predictor feature, however, was universally higher than the female mean correlation coefficient 
with respect to all three cranial vault dimensions as well as estimated cranial capacity. The 
difference between male and female mean correlation coefficients was most pronounced for 
maximum cranial breadth and least pronounced for maximum cranial length. 
Following the calculation of Pearson’s r, the coefficient of determination (r
2
) was then 
calculated to determine the degree of influence cranial predictor features have on the scaling of 
cranial vault dimensions as well as estimated cranial capacity and vice versa. Again, males 
exhibited overall stronger coefficients of determination for most cranial predictor features. As 
was seen previously in the case of strength of degree of correlation, females exhibited larger 
coefficients of determination for some individual cranial predictor features than males (for 
example, occipital condyle length with respect to maximum cranial length, maximum cranial
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Table 19.  Qualitative Interpretation of Absolute Values of Correlation Coefficients
8
 
Correlation Coefficient (r) – Absolute Value Strength of Association 




0.8-1.0 Very Strong 
                                                          
8
  Salkind (2002) 
 
Table 20. Mean Correlation Coefficients
9
 and Coefficients of Determination for Statistically 
Significant Correlations between Cranial Predictor Features and Maximum Cranial 
Length, Maximum Cranial Breadth, Maximum Cranial Height, and Estimated Cranial 
Capacity 









Maximum Cranial Length 
(MCRL) 
♂ 0.28 7.79% 
♀ 0.25 6.44% 
Maximum Cranial Breadth 
(MCRB) 
♂ 0.39 17.75% 
♀ 0.26 7.28% 
Maximum Cranial Height 
(MCRH) 
♂ 0.35 13.31% 
♀ 0.24 5.78% 
Cranial Capacity (CC) 
♂ 0.33 13.44% 
♀ 0.28 8.07% 
                                                          
9
  Absolute values of r were used to calculate the mean correlation coefficient. 
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height, and estimated cranial capacity; males again exceeded females with respect to maximum 
cranial breadth). Regardless of these individual discrepancies, males uniformly exhibited larger 
coefficients of determination between the means of all cranial predictor features and cranial vault 
dimensions/estimated cranial capacity (Table 20). 
Among males, the strongest coefficients of determination of an individual cranial 
predictor feature were concluded for postorbital breadth with respect to maximum cranial length 
(9.99%, Table 15) and maximum cranial height (23.02%, Table 17), biporionic breadth with 
respect to maximum cranial breadth (42.81%, Table 16), and biorbital breadth with respect to 
estimated cranial capacity (33.80%, Table 18). The weakest coefficients of determination still 
yielding statistically significant results for a given cranial predictor feature applied to occipital 
condyle length with respect to cranial length (4.19%, Table 15), occipital condyle breadth with 
respect to cranial breadth (4.48%, Table 16), occipital condyle length with respect to maximum 
cranial height (3.84%, Table 17), and occipital condyle area with respect to estimated cranial 
capacity (3.28%, Table 18). Among females, the strongest coefficients of determination for a 
given cranial predictor feature were displayed for foramen magnum length with respect to 
maximum cranial length (14.20%, Table 15), and biporionic breadth with respect to maximum 
cranial breadth (15.20%, Table 16), maximum cranial height (6.51%, Table 17), and estimated 
cranial capacity (15.95%, Table 18). The weakest coefficients of determination still yielding 
statistically significant results for a given cranial predictor feature were concluded for occipital 
condyle area with respect to maximum cranial length (3.39%, Table 15), interorbital breadth with 
respect to maximum cranial breadth (3.99%, Table 16), occipital condyle length with respect to 
maximum cranial height (5.05%, Table 17), and orbital breadth with respect to estimated cranial 
capacity (4.95%, Table 18). 
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As a last step, in order to account for the impact of aging on cranial morphology, cranial 
predictor features were correlated against age at death in order to test for potential scaling 
relationships between the two variables (Table 21). Again, the goal of this round of statistical 
testing was to determine the amount of influence aging has on cranial morphology. Just as was 
the case for the previous tests with respect to cranial vault dimensions/estimated cranial capacity, 
successfully rejecting the null hypothesis suggested the presence of statistically significant 
scaling relationships between age at death and the respective cranial predictor feature. Failure to 
reject the null hypothesis, on the other hand, indicated a lack of such statistically significant 
scaling relationships. 
Generally speaking, age at death seemed to not scale at significant levels with the 
overwhelming majority of cranial predictor features. Out of all fourteen cranial predictor 
features, only orbital area returned statistically significant results among both males and females. 
A further five cranial predictor features (orbital height, biorbital breadth, foramen magnum 
length, foramen magnum breadth, and foramen magnum area) returned statistically significant 
results for one sex but not the other. The remaining eight cranial predictor features (orbital 
breadth, interorbital breadth, postorbital breadth, biporionic breadth, palate length, occipital 
condyle length, occipital condyle breadth, and occipital condyle area) failed to return statistically 
significant results among both males and females. In the case of orbital area, strength of 
association for both males and females was categorized as “weak”, suggesting a negligible 
impact of aging on this particular cranial predictor feature among both sexes. Cranial predictor 




Table 21.  Correlation Analysis of Cranial Predictor Features and Age at Death 
Cranial Predictor Feature 
(Abbreviation) 










Orbital Breadth (BORB) 
♂ 100 0.07 0.56% 0.44 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 0.20 3.81% 0.03 Not Rejected 
Orbital Height (HORB) 
♂ 100 0.35 12.23% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.18 3.13% 0.06 Not Rejected 
Orbital Area (ORBA) 
♂ 100 0.28 8.04% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.24 5.54% 0.01 Rejected 
Interorbital Breadth 
(IORB) 
♂ 100 0.16 2.51% 0.09 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 0.16 2.53% 0.09 Not Rejected 
Biorbital Breadth (BIOR) 
♂ 100 0.15 2.24% 0.11 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 0.21 4.60% 0.02 Rejected 
Postorbital Breadth 
(PORB) 
♂ 100 0.03 0.06% 0.80 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 0.19 3.44% 0.04 Not Rejected 
 
 




Cranial Predictor Feature 
(Abbreviation) 












♂ 100 0.17 2.73% 0.08 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 0.06 0.38% 0.53 Not Rejected 
Palate Length (LPAL) 
♂ 99 -0.07 0.48% 0.48 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 <0.01 <0.01% 0.96 Not Rejected 
Foramen Magnum 
Length (LFM) 
♂ 100 0.23 5.19% 0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 -0.04 0.15% 0.69 Not Rejected 
Foramen Magnum 
Breadth (BFM) 
♂ 100 0.26 6.99% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.10 0.92% 0.32 Not Rejected 
Foramen Magnum Area 
(FMA) 
♂ 100 0.29 8.21% <0.01 Rejected 
♀ 100 0.03 0.11% 0.74 Not Rejected 
Occipital Condyle Length 
(LOCC) 
♂ 97 0.16 2.51% 0.10 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 -0.05 0.27% 0.60 Not Rejected 
 
 
(Table 21 continued) 
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Cranial Predictor Feature 
(Abbreviation) 












♂ 97 0.15 2.37% 0.11 Not Rejected 
♀ 100 0.13 1.71% 0.17 Not Rejected 
Occipital Condyle Area 
(OCCA) 
♂ 97 0.20 4.15% 0.03 Not Rejected 





Chapter 5: Discussion and Interpretation 
 
5.1 The Trilinear Scaling Model 
 
The study’s results leave a somewhat muddled picture concerning the suitability of 
cranial predictor features for purposes of cranial capacity estimation. Approximately 
1
3
 of the data 
sets for the fourteen tested cranial predictor features failed to successfully reject the null 
hypothesis – i.e, turned out to not be statistically significant – concerning the hypothesized 
existence of a scaling relationship with cranial capacity. Notwithstanding the fact that the null 
hypothesis failed to be rejected among both males and females for only one cranial predictor 
feature (foramen magnum length), eight more cranial predictor features failed to reject the null 
hypothesis in at least one sex, suggesting a non-scaling relationship with cranial capacity for the 
respective cranial predictor feature. Only five cranial predictor features scaled significantly with 
cranial capacity among both males and females. Each cranial predictor feature that significantly 
scaled with cranial capacity also scaled with one or more cranial vault dimensions at a 
statistically significant level. Which specific cranial vault dimension a particular cranial predictor 
feature scaled with, however, again varied among variables.  
The impact of this general absence of scaling relationships between the majority of 
cranial predictor features and cranial capacity, and how that absence relates to issues of 
estimation of brain size, its relationship with body mass, and its evolutionary implications, are 
discussed in this section of the study. Additional discussion is directed toward those five cranial 
predictor features for which the existence of scaling relationships with cranial capacity 
successfully was established among both males and females. Special focus is placed on the 
interrelatedness of scaling relationships between cranial predictor features and cranial vault 
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dimensions on the one hand, and cranial predictor features and estimated cranial capacity on the 
other hand. The degree of co-influence between scaling relationships of cranial predictor features 
and cranial vault dimensions, as opposed to scaling relationships of cranial predictor features and 
cranial capacity, is duly considered, as are the implications on the estimation of brain size as 
derived from biometrically estimated cranial capacity. 
Given the fact that the selection of cranial predictor features that were tested for scaling 
relationships with cranial capacity is directly derived from Aiello & Wood’s (1994) selection of 
the same cranial predictor features with regard to scaling relationships with body mass, a brief 
review of their findings concerning the scaling nature of those cranial predictor features with 
body mass warrants another look. Drawing on a taxonomically more inclusive sample of 
hominids including specimens from all extant genera of great apes, Aiello & Wood demonstrated 
that orbital height, orbital area, and biporionic breadth yield the strongest correlations with body 
mass. Out of these three cranial predictor features, orbital area produced the strongest overall 
scaling relationship with respect to body mass. On the other hand, the weakest degrees of 
correlation between a cranial predictor feature and body mass were found for postorbital breadth, 
interorbital breadth, and palate length. Due to the taxonomically diverse nature of the hominid 
sample used by Aiello & Wood, predictive error ranges for all cranial predictor features often 
were significant for a given individual taxon’s data sets, ranging from 11% to 64%.  
The strength of correlation between orbital height, orbital area, and biporionic breadth on 
the one hand and body mass on the other hand was confirmed by Spocter & Manger (2007). 
Spocter & Manger additionally concluded similar degrees of strength of correlation between 
postorbital breadth – defined in their study as “upper facial breadth” but corresponding to the 
same anatomical landmarks – and body mass. Spocter & Manger’s determination of postorbital 
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breadth as a suitable predictor feature for body mass estimation contradicts Aiello & Wood 
(1994), for whom postorbital breadth was the cranial predictor feature that exhibited the weakest 
degree of correlation with body mass. 
Both Aiello & Wood (1994) as well as Spocter & Manger (2007) found overall high 
degrees of strength of correlation between cranial predictor features and body mass, with r 
values ranging between 0.73-0.98 (Aiello & Wood) and 0.76-0.98 (Spocter & Manger) for the 
hominid samples, respectively. The strong degrees of correlation between cranial predictor 
features and body mass as demonstrated by Aiello & Wood and Spocter & Manger stand in 
marked contrast to the at most “moderate” correlations between cranial predictor features and 
cranial capacity found here. 
In all likelihood, the discrepancies between strength of correlation for cranial predictor 
features and body mass as reported by Aiello & Wood (1994) and Spocter & Manger (2007) on 
the one side in opposition to cranial predictor features and cranial vault dimensions/estimated 
cranial capacity as reported by the study at hand on the other side partially can be explained by 
differences in sampling. Aiello & Wood derived their data from a larger sample of hominids, 
with 24 specimens of Homo sapiens represented in the total sample of 75 hominids. Spocter & 
Manger also worked on a hominid sample of extant great apes; however, in their case, the 
representation of Homo sapiens in the sample was higher at 180 specimens out of a total hominid 
sample of 187. In contrast to these two taxonomically mixed samples, the study at hand’s sample 
consists exclusively of Homo sapiens at a sample size of 200 specimens (100 males and 100 
females), with no representatives of other hominid genera added to the mix.  
Despite these sampling differences, the sizable degree of difference in r values between 
Aiello & Wood’s (1994) and Spocter & Manger’s (2007) analysis of cranial predictor features 
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vs. body mass as opposed to the analysis of cranial predictor features vs. cranial vault 
dimensions/estimated cranial capacity in the study at hand suggests an overall significantly less 
pronounced presence of scaling relationships between cranial predictor features, cranial vault 
dimensions, and estimated cranial capacity – and, by inference, brain size. For both Aiello & 
Wood as well as Spocter & Manger, all tested cranial predictor features exhibited a degree of 
strength of association with body mass classified as “strong” or “very strong” (Salkind 2000). In 
contrast, as per the study at hand’s results, no cranial predictor feature managed to return a 
degree of strength of association with respect to estimated cranial capacity exceeding that of 
“moderate”, with the overwhelming majority exhibiting either “weak” or no degree of strength of 
association at all – many times failing the test of statistical significance entirely. For males, 
statistically significant r values ranged from 0.18 for occipital condyle area to 0.58 for biorbital 
breadth. For females, statistically significant r values ranged from 0.22 for orbital breadth to 0.40 
for biporionic breadth.  
A similar lack of strengths of association exceeding that of “moderate” was concluded 
with respect to all three cranial vault dimensions. Only one cranial predictor feature in the male 
sample managed to return a degree of strength of association characterized as “strong” with 
respect to any cranial vault dimension (biporionic breadth with respect to maximum cranial 
breadth, r = 0.65, Table 16). No cranial predictor feature returned a “strong” degree of 
association with respect to any cranial vault dimension in the female sample. As was the case 
with respect to estimated cranial capacity, the majority of degrees of strength of association 
between cranial predictor features and cranial vault dimensions exhibited “weak” or no 
associations at all – indicating a lack of statistical significance. For males, statistically significant 
r values ranged from 0.20 for occipital condyle length to 0.32 for postorbital breadth with respect 
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to maximum cranial length, 0.21 for occipital condyle breadth to 0.65 for biporionic breadth with 
respect to maximum cranial breadth, and -0.20 for occipital condyle length to 0.48 for biorbital 
breadth and postorbital breadth with respect to maximum cranial height. For females, statistically 
significant r values ranged from 0.19 for postorbital breadth to 0.38 for foramen magnum length 
with respect to maximum cranial length, 0.20 for interorbital breadth to 0.39 for biporionic 
breadth with respect to maximum cranial breadth, and 0.22 for occipital condyle length to 0.26 
for biporionic breadth with respect to maximum cranial height. With the exception of foramen 
magnum length’s scaling relationship with cranial length in females, the cranial predictor 
features that scaled the strongest with cranial vault dimensions among both males and females 
(biorbital breadth, postorbital breadth, and biporionic breadth) also constitute the top three 
strongest scaling cranial predictor features with respect to estimated cranial capacity – a not too 
surprising interrelationship, given the fact that cranial capacity –i.e., the volume of the cranial 
vault – is biometrically estimated from the same cranial vault dimensions.  
The general lack of strong scaling relationships between cranial predictor features and 
cranial vault dimensions/estimated cranial capacity suggests that, at least in contemporary Homo 
sapiens, the cranial vault is characterized by a great deal of morphological independence from 
other cranial regions such as the face or the basicranium. At the same time, the presence of some 
scaling relationships between certain cranial predictor features, cranial vault dimensions, and 
estimated cranial capacity implies that there is no complete gap between cranial anatomy and 
brain size. Evoking the earlier-introduced model of unilineal vs. trilinear correlation between 
brain size, body mass, and cranial anatomy, the findings lean toward a modified trilinear model 
with differentially weighted directions of strength of correlation (Figure 4). In this modified 
model, body mass and brain size, as well as body mass and cranial predictor features, would 
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correlate more strongly with each other than brain size and cranial predictor features do with 
regard to each other. 
 
 
Figure 4. Modified Differentially-Weighted Trilinear Scaling Model among Brain Size, Body 
Mass, and Cranial Predictor Features of Body Mass 
 
5.2 Differential Cranioregional Scaling 
 
Upon consideration of what specific cranial predictor features display stronger scaling 
relationships with estimated cranial capacity than others, the presence and/or absence of certain 
morphological spatial patterns is noteworthy. Particularly, those cranial predictor features 
grouped as “orbital” features – pertaining to the bones constituting the orbits and upper facial 
area – exhibited an overall stronger degree of strength of association with cranial capacity than 
those cranial predictor features grouped as “basicranial” features – pertaining to the foramen 
magnum, the occipital condyles, and the palate. Out of the five cranial predictor features that 
scaled with estimated cranial capacity at statistically significant levels among both males and 
females, four – orbital breadth, orbital area, biorbital breadth, and postorbital breadth – were 
classified as “orbital” features. In contrast, only one “basicranial” predictor feature – biporionic 
breadth – scaled with cranial capacity at statistically significant levels among both males and 
females. A closer look at how exactly the scaling relationships between estimated cranial 
capacity on the one hand and different cranial predictor features and their associated anatomical 
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region of the cranium on the other hand differ is thus warranted. At the same time, 
interdependencies between estimated cranial capacity and the individual cranial vault dimensions 
from which it is derived also must be considered with regard to their respective scaling 
relationships with a given cranial predictor feature. 
Among the “orbital” features, the nature of the scaling relationships between a particular 
cranial predictor feature and estimated cranial capacity is characterized by considerable variance. 
Interorbital breadth failed to meet the threshold of statistical significance in the female sample, 
rendering the presence of a scaling relationship between interorbital breadth and cranial capacity 
dubious at best. Orbital height likewise did not produce a scaling relationship that met the criteria 
of statistical significance in the male sample, although it did so for the female sample. In 
contrast, orbital area, orbital breadth, postorbital breadth, and biorbital breadth all demonstrated 
statistically significant scaling relationships at “weak” to “moderate” strengths of correlation in 
ascending order, with coefficients of determination as high as ~33% seen for biorbital breadth 
and postorbital breadth in the male sample. 
Given how brain size and body mass directly correlate with each other, the discrepancy 
between cranial predictor features’ degree of correlation with body mass as found by Aiello & 
Wood (1994) and Spocter & Manger (2007) on the one hand, and estimated cranial capacity as 
found here on the other hand, results in a puzzling conundrum. Particularly, both Aiello & Wood 
and Spocter & Manger identified orbital height as the cranial predictor feature showing the 
overall strongest scaling relationship with body mass. When correlated with estimated cranial 
capacity in the study at hand, however, orbital height only produced a “weak” degree of 
correlation in the female sample, and fails to return statistically significant results at all in the 
male sample. Likewise, orbital area was demonstrated to very strongly scale with body mass by 
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Aiello & Wood and Spocter & Manger, yet only manages to find itself in the middle of the pack 
when scaled against estimated cranial capacity in the study at hand. In fact, out of the five cranial 
predictor features that correlate with estimated cranial capacity at a statistically significant level 
among both males and females, orbital area shows the weakest strength of association with 
respect to cranial capacity in the male sample and surpasses only orbital breadth in the female 
sample. The reverse is true for biorbital breadth, a cranial predictor feature that is not known to 
strongly correlate with body mass, yet shows the strongest degree of correlation with cranial 
capacity in males and the second-strongest degree of correlation in females out of all the cranial 
predictor features tested – including those of the “basicranial” group. The second-strongest 
scaling relationship between estimated cranial capacity and a cranial predictor feature in males 
applied to postorbital breadth – in females, postorbital breadth ranked fourth out of five. 
Curiously, Aiello & Wood concluded that this cranial predictor feature did not strongly correlate 
with body mass. However, their assessment was contested by Spocter & Manger who determined 
a strong scaling relationship of postorbital breadth with body mass that is consistent with the 
findings of the study at hand pertaining to estimated cranial capacity. 
Broadly speaking, the different magnitudes of scaling relationships between the various 
“orbital” predictor features and cranial capacity suggest the overall most-affected area of the 
upper facial region to be the lateral margins of the orbits along the frontozygomatic suture 
connecting the zygomatic and frontal bones. Biorbital breadth and postorbital breadth – the 
cranial predictor features exhibiting the strongest overall scaling relationships with cranial 
capacity – have their craniometric landmarks located along this lateral orbital margin. In 
contrast, the weakest-scaling cranial predictor feature – interorbital breadth – is confined to the 
medial margins of the orbits. For the orbital cavities themselves, scaling with cranial capacity is 
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significantly more pronounced rostrally than caudally, with orbital breadth exhibiting an overall 
greater strength of correlation than orbital height. 
The concentration of cranial predictor features scaling more strongly with cranial 
capacity alongside the lateral margins of the orbits and upper facial area is somewhat perplexing, 
given how facial reduction in hominins is most concentrated in that cranial anatomical region 
(Lieberman et al. 2002). Taking into account the conspicuous anterior vector of cranial vault 
expansion during the course of encephalization changes in Homo – compare the overall size of 
the forehead in Homo sapiens to that seen in earlier representatives of the genus (Conroy & 
Pontzer 2012) – one might expect more pronounced scaling relationships on a superoinferior axis 
rather than a medial-lateral one. Given the demonstrated strong scaling relationship between 
orbital height and body mass, the contrasting greater degree of scaling between cranial capacity 
and the widthwise-oriented “orbital” predictor features (orbital breadth, biorbital breadth, 
postorbital breadth) alongside the lateral orbital margins thus seems to be driven by factors other 
than body-mass-derived allometry. 
The most patent line of explanation with regard to the lateral alignment of those “orbital” 
predictor features that scale more strongly with estimated cranial capacity perhaps stems from 
the fact that scaling relationships between laterally-oriented “orbital” predictor features and 
estimated cranial capacity are themselves an artifact of cranial capacity being biometrically 
derived from cranial vault dimensions. That is to say, the marked presence of significant scaling 
relationships for laterally-oriented cranial predictor features with estimated cranial capacity may 
be due to their pre-existing scaling relationships with maximum cranial breadth – which, in turn, 
is one of the variables used to biometrically establish an estimate for cranial capacity. An 
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individual look at each of the four “orbital” predictor features that scale at a significant level with 
estimated cranial capacity corroborates this hypothesis. 
Biorbital breadth exhibited the strongest coefficient of determination with respect to 
estimated cranial capacity out of all “orbital” predictor features specifically, as well as overall 
out of all cranial predictor features in the male sample. It exhibited the second-strongest 
coefficient of determination with respect to estimated cranial capacity out of all “orbital” 
predictor features, as well as overall out of all cranial predictor features in the female sample. 
Biorbital breadth was also the overall strongest-scaling cranial predictor feature with respect to 
maximum cranial breadth among both males and females. Additionally, biorbital breadth scaled 
at a significant level with maximum cranial length in the female sample, and maximum cranial 
length/height in the male sample. 
Postorbital breadth exhibited the second-strongest coefficient of determination with 
respect to estimated cranial capacity out of all “orbital” predictor features specifically, as well as 
overall out of all cranial predictor features in the male sample. It exhibited the strongest 
coefficient of determination with respect to cranial capacity out of all “orbital” predictor features, 
as well as the fourth-strongest coefficient of determination overall out of all cranial predictor 
features in the female sample. Postorbital breadth was the second-strongest-scaling cranial 
predictor feature with respect to maximum cranial breadth in the male sample and the third-
strongest-scaling cranial predictor feature in the female sample. Additionally, postorbital breadth 
scaled at a significant level with maximum cranial length in the female sample, and maximum 
cranial length/height in the male sample. 
Orbital breadth exhibited the third-strongest coefficient of determination with respect to 
estimated cranial capacity out of all “orbital” predictor features specifically as well as the fourth-
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strongest coefficient of determination overall out of all cranial predictor features in the male 
sample. It exhibited the fourth-strongest coefficient of determination with respect to cranial 
capacity out of all “orbital” predictor features, but the weakest overall coefficient of 
determination out of all cranial predictor features in the female sample. Orbital breadth was the 
third-strongest-scaling cranial predictor feature with respect to maximum cranial breadth in the 
male sample, but failed to scale at a statistically significant level with maximum cranial breadth 
in the female sample. Additionally, orbital breadth scaled at a significant level with maximum 
cranial length among both males and females. 
Orbital area exhibited the fourth-strongest coefficient of determination with respect to 
estimated cranial capacity out of all “orbital” predictor features specifically, but the second-
weakest overall coefficient of determination out of all cranial predictor features in the male 
sample. It exhibited the third-strongest coefficient of determination with respect to cranial 
capacity out of all “orbital” predictor features, and the third-strongest coefficient of 
determination overall out of all cranial predictor features in the female sample. Orbital area was 
the fourth-strongest-scaling cranial predictor feature with respect to maximum cranial breadth in 
the male sample, and the second-strongest-scaling cranial predictor feature in the female sample. 
Additionally, orbital area scaled at a significant level with maximum cranial length in the female 
sample, and maximum cranial height in the male sample. 
As such, the prevalence of relatively pronounced scaling relationships between laterally 
oriented “orbital” predictor features – especially biorbital breadth and postorbital breadth – and 
estimated cranial capacity, appears to be largely rooted in their likewise prominent scaling 
relationships with the cranial vault dimensions. Although the lateral orientation of orbital 
breadth, biorbital breadth, and postorbital breadth alongside the coronal axis predisposed 
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maximum cranial breadth as the primary factor of influence with regard to the scaling 
relationship between these cranial predictor features and estimated cranial capacity, maximum 
cranial length also played a role, correlating at a significant level with all three of the 
aforementioned cranial predictor features among both males and females. Orbital area stands out 
somewhat from the other three cranial predictor features due to its derived nature as the product 
of both orbital breadth and orbital height, as is reflected in its relatively weaker degree of 
correlation with maximum cranial breadth compared to biorbital breadth and postorbital breadth. 
At the same time, orbital area exhibited a significant scaling relationship with cranial height in 
the male sample, although it failed to do so in the female sample. 
In addition to biometrically caused interdependencies, other factors may have influenced 
the degree of scaling relationships between cranial predictor features and cranial capacity. For 
example, one possible explanation for the stronger scaling relationships of biorbital and 
postorbital breadth compared to the other “orbital” predictor features is a biomechanical function 
of the zygomatic arch. As the cranial vault expanded both anteriorly, as well as laterally pushing 
the temporal bones outward, its connection to the temporal bones via the zygomatic arch 
likewise caused the zygomatic bone to be affected by this lateral migration (Lieberman et al. 
2002). As a result, the lateral orbital margins expanded in accordance with cranial capacity at a 
proportional rate. At the same time, the gracilization of the masticular musculature in Homo 
compared to earlier hominins (Fitch 2010) reduced the spatial requirements for well-pronounced 
masticular muscle attachment sites – particularly seen in the much-reduced temporalis muscle – 
alongside the zygomatic arch, effectively eliminating one major factor that could have 
potentially limited the development of a less-restricted scaling relationship of the zygomatic 
bone with cranial capacity proper. 
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The exceptionally pronounced degree of orthognathism found in the modern human face 
that was induced by cranial vault expansion (Chaline 2003; Lieberman et al. 2002) likewise may 
have played a major role in the differential scaling of the “orbital” predictor features with cranial 
capacity. Previous studies established that, among primates, those taxa exhibiting higher degrees 
of orthognathism – i.e., a greater tendency of retraction of the facial area – are characterized by 
smaller and shorter supraorbital margins and steeper squamae of the frontal bone (Lieberman 
2000), lessening the impact of orbital height on overall orbital dimensions. Additionally, the 
reduction of the nasal and lacrimal bones due to the overall smaller size of the nasal anatomy 
seen in Homo sapiens also contributed to a relative lack of interorbital space (Lieberman 2000) 
and, thus, may have played a role in the overall weak degree of correlation between interorbital 
breadth and cranial capacity. 
In contrast to the “orbital” predictor features’ more-pronounced scaling relationships with 
estimated cranial capacity, the scaling relationships of the “basicranial” predictor features – or 
lack thereof – with estimated cranial capacity are more clear-cut. All but one of the “basicranial” 
predictor features failed to successfully reject the null hypothesis of statistical significance for 
both sexes. One “basicranial” predictor feature (foramen magnum length) failed to return 
statistically significant results among both males and females, with six more returning 
statistically significant results for one sex but not the other. Out of all the “basicranial” predictor 
features, only biporionic breadth returned statistically significant results among both males and 
females. Curiously, biporionic breadth in fact turned out to be one of the most strongly 
correlating cranial predictor features overall with regard to estimated cranial capacity, placing 




 The same general picture applies to the scaling relationships between cranial predictor 
features and cranial vault dimensions, with all “basicranial” predictor features except biporionic 
breadth failing to return statistically significant results among both males and females with 
respect to maximum cranial breadth, and only occipital condyle length returning statistically 
significant results in addition to biporionic breadth among both males and females with respect 
to maximum cranial height. Maximum cranial length showed markedly different trends, as palate 
length, foramen magnum length, occipital condyle length, and occipital condyle area all returned 
statistically significant results among both males and females, whereas biporionic breadth – in 
addition to foramen magnum breadth, occipital condyle breadth, and foramen magnum area – 
failed to do so. The pronounced longitudinal orientation of the group of “basicranial” predictor 
features that scaled at statistically significant levels with maximum cranial length – in contrast to 
the strong lateral orientation of biporionic breadth, foramen magnum breadth, and occipital 
condyle breadth, all of which failed to scale with maximum cranial length at statistically 
significant levels – makes this inversion of scaling relationships with respect to maximum cranial 
length compared to the pattern seen for the other cranial vault dimensions less surprising. 
Biporionic breadth’s place as the sole cranial predictor feature out of the “basicranial” 
group that managed to exhibit a statistically significant scaling relationship with estimated 
cranial capacity thus, again, may be rooted in its biometric association with cranial vault 
dimensions. In the female sample, biporionic breadth exhibited the strongest coefficient of 
determination with respect to estimated cranial capacity both out of all “basicranial” predictor 
features specifically, as well as overall out of all cranial predictor features. The same rank order 
applies to maximum cranial breadth and maximum cranial height. In the male sample, biporionic 
breadth exhibited the strongest coefficient of determination with respect to estimated cranial 
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capacity out of all “basicranial” predictor features specifically, as well as the third-strongest 
coefficient of determination overall out of all cranial predictor features. It exhibited the strongest 
coefficient of determination with respect to maximum cranial breadth/height out of all 
“basicranial” predictor features specifically, as well as the fourth-strongest coefficient of 
determination overall out of all cranial predictor features, respectively. In the case of maximum 
cranial breadth, biporionic breadth produced the lone “strong” degree of strength of association 
out of any correlation in the entire study – recommending biporionic breadth as a potential proxy 
for maximum cranial breadth in males. Due to its aforementioned lack of longitudinal alignment 
alongside the sagittal plane that characterizes the majority of the other “basicranial” predictor 
features, biporionic breadth’s scaling relationship with respect to maximum cranial length ranks 
at a less prominent position than is seen with respect to the other cranial vault dimensions as well 
as estimated cranial capacity – fourth-strongest for “basicranial” and seventh-strongest overall in 
the female sample, and failing to return statistically significant results in the male sample. 
As is the case for the “orbital” predictor features, other factors besides biometric 
interdependency between estimated cranial capacity and cranial vault dimensions may have 
contributed to the scaling relationships seen between “basicranial” predictor features and cranial 
capacity. Specifically, the lack of any apparent scaling relationships between the majority of 
“basicranial” predictor features and estimated cranial capacity appears contradictory at first 
glance, given the extensive degree of morphological reconfiguration in the modern human 
basicranium that accompanied cranial vault expansion during the evolutionary course towards 
increased encephalization. As has been noted previously, Homo’s basicranium is markedly 
compact compared to earlier hominins and characterized by immense flexure. Given the 
temporal overlap of the reduction in basicranial size with cranial vault expansion during human 
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evolution, coupled with the biomechanical interaction between the basicranium and the cranial 
vault, a direct causational relationship between the two processes often has been postulated 
(Bastir et al. 2010). The exact degree of interrelatedness between basicranial flexure and cranial 
capacity as it would play out in this hypothetical framework remains subject to questioning 
(Jeffery & Spoor 2002).  
Assuming that an increase in cranial capacity consequently led to a decrease in overall 
basicranial area due to compaction/flexure, the logical conclusion would be to expect a relatively 
smaller basicranial area in individuals with relatively larger cranial capacity. However, this 
expectation is not corroborated by the study at hand’s findings, as no “basicranial” predictor 
feature exhibited a statistically significant inverse correlation with cranial capacity among both 
males and females. Accordingly, the size of the cranial vault does not seem to negatively impact 
the size of the basicranium in modern humans. 
One possible explanation for the absence of statistically significant scaling relationships 
between the majority of the “basicranial” predictor features and cranial capacity lies in 
morphological restrictions imposed by other evolutionary processes upon the basicranium. The 
basicranium as a craniomorphological region is dominated by two larger morphologies – the 
foramen magnum and the palate/maxilla. Both features underwent drastic evolutionary changes 
during hominin evolutionary history and, more importantly, are crucially tied to selective 
processes more or less unrelated to encephalization proper. 
Being part of the greater masticular apparatus, the palate was subjected to the same 
evolutionary pressures leading to a significant reduction in size that also affected the other bones 
with which the palate interacts. Although cranial vault expansion as a biomechanical constraint 
likely played a role in the process of overall masticular gracilization, the majority of available 
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evidence points toward dietary adaptations as the primary selective pressure leading to the 
morphological reconfiguration of the masticular apparatus (Vonderach 2008). As has been 
touched upon previously, some evidence suggests that cranial expansion was, in fact, made 
possible by this “freeing up” of available space resulting from the gracilization of the palate and 
other masticular bones (Stedman et al. 2004). In this model, although cranial vault expansion is 
causally linked to masticular gracilization, no direct scaling relationship exists between the two 
processes proper – the absence of such a relationship further being substantiated by the fact that 
palate length produced only a weak strength of correlation in males, and failed to produce a 
statistically significant correlation in females 
Similarly to the palate, the foramen magnum likewise plays a major role in a larger 
morphological complex that is separate from the basicranium proper – in this case, as the anchor 
linking the vertebral canal with the braincase. The anteroinferior migration of the foramen 
magnum from the posterior margin of the occipital bone to the base of the cranium as a 
morphological precondition of an orthograde posture and bipedal locomotion no doubt 
constitutes one of the most drastic changes in basicranial anatomy that distinguishes hominins 
from other hominids (Jeffery 2003; Russo & Kirk 2013). Not coincidentally, it was also one of 
the earliest changes in hominin evolution. The forward migration of the foramen magnum 
becomes visible as early as Sahelanthropus and was largely complete by the time of the first 
emergence of Homo, coinciding in its final stages with the onset of the drastically accelerating 
increase in encephalization that characterizes the genus compared to earlier hominins. As such, 
the foramen magnum’s position and relative dimensions largely remained static from the 
emergence of Homo onward to the present in order to accommodate a more or less already-
modern postcranial skeleton and vertebral column. In this regard, cranial vault expansion 
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proceeded virtually unchecked by a lack of major concurrent changes in the morphology of the 
foramen magnum. By inference, cranial vault expansion did not significantly affect the foramen 
magnum or the occipital condyles that articulate with the atlas, explaining the overall weak or 
absent scaling relationships between the cranial predictor features pertaining to those anatomical 
parts and cranial capacity. 
In addition, the emergence of the vocal apparatus in recent Homo also likely played a 
major role in the interaction of scaling relationships between “basicranial” predictor features and 
cranial capacity. Laryngeal descent in particular restricted potential basicranial scaling alongside 
ongoing cranial vault expansion by reducing the amount of available basicranial space for such 
correlational scaling to take place (Aiello 1996; Lieberman et al. 2002). Laryngeal descent may 
also have caused a permanent enlargement of the tongue base (Aitchison 2000; Fitch 2010), 
further restricting other basicranial features in their total potential spatial extent. These 
developments in turn may have contributed to the globular shape of the cranial vault that pushed 
out the lateral margins of the temporal and zygomatic bones. The lateral expansion of the 
temporal and zygomatic bones influenced those cranial predictor features that have their 
anatomical landmarks specific to those cranial regions – specifically, biorbital breadth and 
postorbital breadth among the “orbital” predictor features, and biporionic breadth among the 
“basicranial” predictor features. Extrapolating from this observation, biporionic breadth’s role as 
the lone “basicranial” predictor feature that produced a statistically significant correlation with 
cranial capacity in both sexes may be rooted in the fact that its anatomical landmarks – the 
porions – are located more laterally along the temporal bone than any other landmark of a 
“basicranial” predictor feature – again referring to biporionic breadth’s potential role as a proxy 
for maximum cranial breadth as suggested by its strong correlation with that cranial vault 
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dimension. Biporionic breadth thus is likely affected by the same trend of specifically laterally-
located stronger scaling relationships between cranial capacity and cranial predictor features of 
the temporal and zygomatic bones.  
Masticular gracilization, cranial adaptation to bipedalism, and the emergence of language 
with its associated morphological changes in Homo sapiens may have constituted strong 
selective pressures that counteracted the development of scaling relationships between 
basicranial anatomy and cranial vault expansion due to increasing encephalization, thus 
explaining the overall lack of statistically significant correlations between “basicranial” predictor 
features and cranial capacity. Among this selection of selectively-constricted “basicranial” 
predictor features, only biporionic breadth is not explicitly tied to an anatomical landmark 
directly under the influence of one of these overarching selective pressures on basicranial 
morphology. As such, biporionic breadth alone exhibits a moderately strong scaling relationship 
with cranial capacity that – in addition to its inherent association with maximum cranial breadth 
– unfolded unimpeded of other morphological restrictions. 
 
5.3 Sexually Dimorphic Scaling 
 
One factor that absolutely must be considered in the process of interpreting the nature of 
scaling relationships between cranial predictor features and cranial vault dimensions/estimated 
cranial capacity is the substantial amount of observed variation derived from sexually dimorphic 
differences in cranial anatomy between males and females. Male and female sample means for 
each cranial predictor feature differed from each other at a statistically significant level as 
demonstrated by Student’s t-testing. Accordingly, which cranial predictor feature is better or less 
well-suited to predict cranial capacity with reasonable accuracy based on its observed scaling 
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relationship with the respective cranial predictor feature is largely dependent on the sex of the 
cranium in question. 
As has been previously stated, only five of the fourteen tested cranial predictor features 
managed to return statistically significant results with respect to cranial capacity among both 
males and females – orbital breadth, orbital area, biorbital breadth, postorbital breadth, and 
biporionic breadth. Additionally, each of these cranial predictor features also scaled at a 
statistically significant level with at least one cranial vault dimension, influencing its scaling 
relationship with estimated cranial capacity in return. However, given the universal statistically 
significant differences between the male and female sample means for each of these cranial 
predictor features, all cranial vault dimensions, as well as estimated cranial capacity, a closer 
look at how sexually dimorphic scaling relationships play out with respect to their components 
on a case by case basis is warranted. 
Among the five cranial predictor features that scaled with cranial capacity at statistically 
significant levels, which specific cranial predictor feature returned the overall strongest degree of 
correlation with cranial capacity again varied by sex. For males, biorbital breadth produced the 
strongest degree of correlation with cranial capacity at a coefficient of determination of 33.80%. 
Orbital area produced the weakest coefficient of determination (11.94%). In contrast, for females 
the cranial predictor feature with the strongest degree of correlation with cranial capacity was 
biporionic breadth at a coefficient of determination of 15.95%. Orbital breadth produced the 
weakest coefficient of determination (4.95%). 
Of the remaining nine cranial predictor features tested for correlation with cranial 
capacity, foramen magnum length failed to return statistically significant results for both sexes. 
Thus, eight cranial predictor features remain that produced statistically significant correlations 
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for one sex but not the other. Interestingly, which sex exhibited a statistically meaningful 
correlation with cranial capacity for a given cranial predictor feature and which sex did not was 
not uniform across all of these cranial predictor features. In the case of interorbital breadth, 
palate length, foramen magnum breadth, foramen magnum area, occipital condyle breadth, and 
occipital condyle area, the male sample returned statistically significant correlations with cranial 
capacity whereas the female sample failed to do so. Reversely, for orbital height and occipital 
condyle length, the female sample returned statistically significant correlations whereas the male 
sample did not. A similar state of highly prevalent sexual dimorphic variations exists for the 
three cranial vault dimensions.  
As far as the overall statistically significant degree of scaling influence between cranial 
predictor features and cranial capacity as expressed via the coefficient of determination is 
concerned, the picture again is not entirely clear. As a general trend, males tended to exhibit 
overall stronger scaling relationships between cranial predictor features and cranial capacity, 
with a mean coefficient of determination of 13.44% for all statistically significant cranial 
predictor features. Males also exhibited the overall largest coefficient of determination for any 
single cranial predictor feature at 33.80% for biorbital breadth. Females, on the other hand, 
largely gravitated towards less pronounced scaling relationships between cranial predictor 
features and cranial capacity, with an average coefficient of determination of 8.07% for all 
statistically significant cranial predictor features. To further drive home the point, the cranial 
predictor feature with the largest coefficient of determination found in females – biporionic 
breadth at 15.95% – scaled with cranial capacity at less than half the magnitude found for the 
strongest scaling cranial predictor feature in males.  
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Male coefficients of determination did not always surpass female values for every cranial 
predictor feature. In fact, the overall weakest significantly correlating cranial predictor feature in 
males – occipital condyle area at a coefficient of determination of 3.28% – is surpassed by all 
significant cranial predictor features in the female sample. At the same time, the overall strongest 
correlating cranial predictor feature in females – biporionic breadth at a coefficient of 
determination of 15.95% – is exceeded by just four cranial predictor features in the male sample. 
Nevertheless, among those five cranial predictor features that exhibited significant degrees of 
correlation with regard to cranial capacity among males and females, all male coefficients of 
determination are characterized by stronger values than those of their female counterparts. 
In terms of the statistically significant scaling relationships between cranial predictor 
features and cranial vault dimensions, the mean coefficient of determination in the male sample 
with regard to maximum cranial length was 7.79%; with regard to maximum cranial breadth, 
17.75%; and with regard to maximum cranial height, 13.31%. In the female sample, the 
statistically significant mean coefficient of determination with regard to maximum cranial length 
was 6.44%; with regard to maximum cranial breadth, 7.28%; and with regard to maximum 
cranial height, 5.78%. Thus, the greatest mean degree of sexually dimorphic scaling differences 
between males and females in terms of scaling relationships between cranial predictor features 
and cranial vault dimensions applies to maximum cranial breadth; the lowest mean degree of 
sexually dimorphic scaling differences applies to maximum cranial length.  
As is always the case when making assumptions based on generalizations, care must be 
taken not to oversimplify the sexually dimorphic differential nature of scaling relationships 
between cranial predictor features and cranial vault dimensions/estimated cranial capacity. 
Whether males or females exhibit stronger scaling relationships between a particular cranial 
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predictor feature and a particular cranial vault dimension or estimated cranial capacity depends 
on which specific dependent (the cranial predictor feature) and independent variables (the cranial 
vault dimension or estimated cranial capacity) are correlated against each other on a case by case 
basis. Nevertheless, the available evidence does suggest that males tended toward stronger 
scaling relationships between the majority of cranial predictor features and cranial vault 
dimensions/estimated cranial capacity than did females, albeit at varying degrees of difference. 
The overall weak or, on occasion, entirely absent nature of such scaling relationships in one or 
both sexes also must be kept in mind.  
One possible explanation for the differences in scaling between males and females is a 
simple derivation of allometric differences in scaling. On average, male humans are larger than 
female humans by ~15% in terms of overall body mass (Ogden et al. 2004). In contrast, some 
studies have reported the average male’s cranial capacity to exceed that of a female by only 
~10% (Falk 1998; Lalwani et al. 2012). Given the fact that most of the tested cranial predictor 
features previously have been proven to strongly scale with body mass, any potential gap in 
relative brain-to-body-mass ratio (i.e., EQ) between males and females would in turn influence 
the scaling relationships among body mass, cranial capacity, and cranial predictor features 
differently for each sex. 
In addition to sexually dimorphic differences in body mass and how it scales with cranial 
capacity and cranial predictor features each, a strong determinant of sexually differentiated 
cranial anatomy in modern humans was the emergence of markedly pronounced neoteny in 
cranial anatomy over the course of recent hominin evolution. The trend toward retained 
neotenous physical features in mature adults as a consequence of sexual selection and mate 
choice is especially pronounced in females (Jones 1995; Montagu 1989). In comparison to 
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males, female human crania are characterized by overall less cranial robusticity, less prominent 
supraorbital tori, a flatter glabellar region, finer temporal and nuchal lines, less bossing of the 
frontal and parietal lobes, smaller and narrower palates, rounder orbits, smaller mastoid 
processes, and smaller occipital condyles (White et al. 2012). All these characteristics are seen at 
extremely pronounced degrees in newborns of both sexes but are retained at a lesser degree in 
males than females during the process of sexual maturation.  
The assumption that cranial predictor features of body mass and cranial capacity scale 
with each of these independent variables, respectively, at a similar sexually dimorphic gap as has 
been reported in the literature to exist between body mass (15% difference between males and 
females (Ogden et al. 2004) and brain mass (10% difference between males and females (Falk 
1998; Lalwani et al. 2012) is unlikely. For instance, the large difference in r
2
 between males and 
females for biorbital breadth and postorbital breadth with respect to estimated cranial capacity 
may be related by spatial proximity to the fact that males on average have much more robust 
brow ridges than females. Likewise, the stronger degree of correlation between estimated cranial 
capacity and orbital height seen in females compared to males may derive from sexual selective 
pressures for increased neoteny in the orbital area, with males preferring and selecting for 
relatively larger orbital size in females than vice versa (Jones & Hill 1993). In contrast, the 
relative absence of sexually dimorphic differences in scaling for those cranial predictor features 
pertaining to the foramen magnum and the occipital condyles may stem from the absence of 
sexual selective pressure inducing neotenous changes in the basicranium apart from the palate, 
coupled with the selective control mechanism of retaining a biomechanically functioning state in 
the basicranium for the purposes of bipedal locomotion and speech production. In summary, 
neotenous features appear to be a reflection of derived anatomical changes that are expressed by 
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a larger degree in females than they are in males, counteracting scaling relationships with cranial 
capacity in much the same way some of the earlier-discussed functional evolutionary selective 
pressures on cranial anatomy in the hominin lineage did for both sexes. 
 
5.4 Expanding the Sample 
 
As has been mentioned previously, the study at hand’s available corpus of data comprises 
samples of present-day modern humans only. As such, any definitive conclusions made from the 
data concerning the nature of scaling relationships between cranial predictor features and cranial 
anatomy, how those scaling relationships came to be based on the evolutionary history that led to 
present day Homo sapiens, and how they are expressed and patterned based on factors such as 
sexual dimorphic differences in cranial anatomy, must inherently be restricted to the same 
population of modern-day Homo sapiens as is represented by the data sample. Moving beyond 
the sample, however, a plethora of extrapolations and inferences extending scope and theory are 
possible, inspiring potential future studies and research opportunities drawing on the data and 
findings represented here. Such additional research may also succeed in illuminating the faults of 
the present study that stem from issues of sampling and method. 
In addition to sex-based differences in cranial anatomy, other factors also considerably 
influence the overall morphology of the human cranium. To suspect those factors to have as 
significant an impact on the scaling relationships of cranial predictor features with cranial 
capacity as sex does is probably not too far-fetched. Particularly, age and genetic ancestry on a 
population level are among those factors that have been proven to significantly morphologically 
differentiate individual crania (White et al. 2012). 
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In the study at hand’s sample, age at death for all sampled specimen was known. 
However, in order to achieve a respectable sample size and due to selection constraints in the 
number of available cranial material, no discrimination based on age was made. Accordingly, 
elderly individuals were over-represented in the sample. Given the fact that cranial morphology 
changes in appearance as the individual ages, the fact that the high mean age of the sample – 
compared to a more demographically representative live population of modern humans – is 
bound to potentially distort the nature of scaling relationships between cranial predictor features 
and cranial capacity is acknowledged.  
The results of correlation analysis comparing the scaling relationships of each cranial 
predictor feature with age at death for the male and female samples at hand suggest that, for the 
purposes of this sample, age had little impact on cranial predictor features. However, the lack of 
comparison with samples of younger mean ages leaves broader implications concerning the 
impact of aging on cranial morphology at a population level open to debate. Of special 
significance is the complete absence of children from the sample. Infants and young children 
drastically differ from their adult counterparts by the way ontogenetic processes affect different 
cranial morphologies to grow and assume their mature forms at different stages in life and at 
different rates (Humphrey 1998; Mitteroecker et al. 2004; Sullivan 1978). At birth, the cranial 
vault in particular drastically and disproportionally exceeds in size the other areas of the 
cranium, with allometric ratios between the cranial vault and the rest of the cranium constantly 
changing during maturation and not settling into their “final” proportions until adulthood. 
Likewise, the relative size of the orbits compared to the total facial and cranial area changes as 
the individual ages – an observation corroborated by the fact that orbital area was found to be the 
only cranial predictor feature scaling with respect to age at death at a statistically significant 
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level among both males and females in the sample at hand. As such, more representation of 
younger specimens in the research sample may have influenced the degree of scaling between 
more “orbital” predictor features and cranial capacity in particular, but also would have altered 
the overall mean degree of scaling between all cranial predictor features and cranial capacity 
given the latter’s over-sized state in infants and younger children. 
Similar to sex and age, genetic ancestry – a determinant in cranial morphology more 
commonly known in layman’s terms as “race” – influences the shape cranial morphology may 
take. What geographical region of the world an individual and/or his or her ancestors originate 
from may affect the form of a number of cranial morphological traits, such as the shape of the 
orbits, the angle of the zygomatic bone, the degree of facial prognathism, the curvature of the 
palate, and even the biometric dimensions of the cranial vault (Rhine 1990). As such, given the 
fact that genetic ancestry may determine the morphological dimensions of both cranial predictor 
features, as well as cranial capacity on the population level if not on an individual level, 
incorporating samples of different genetic ancestries into a cross-population comparison would 
invariably alter the nature of the scaling relationships between cranial predictor features and 
cranial capacity in comparison to isolated samples representing single-ancestry populations. 
As has been outlined in the methodology section, for the purposes of the study at hand a 
sample of individuals of known “white” American origins was chosen. Accordingly, an accurate 
assessment of the nature of scaling relationships between cranial predictor features and cranial 
capacity for a population of the same ancestral background can be made with a reasonable 
degree of confidence, but care should be taken to extrapolate the same findings without proper 
modification to populations that differ in their genetic ancestry from the research sample. In 
order to provide a full assessment of the scaling relationships between cranial predictor features 
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and cranial capacity for contemporary Homo sapiens as a whole species, additional work on 
samples of different genetic ancestral backgrounds is necessary for comparative analysis. 
Moving beyond the present day and turning the gaze to the past, the ultimate goal of any 
paleoanthropological research based on modern human skeletal material is to enable applications 
with regard to fossil material of extinct hominins. The same end goal is ultimately true for the 
here-presented results and implications. Knowing the nature of scaling relationships between 
cranial predictor features and cranial vault dimensions/cranial capacity in modern humans, one 
may apply that knowledge to earlier fossil taxa that arose over the course of human evolution – 
ranging from archaic Homo sapiens and preceding species of Homo all the way back in time to 
the earliest hominins. Due to the fact that each iteration of hominin – from the earliest post-last-
common-ancestor species such as perhaps Sahelanthropus or Orrorin, all the way to archaic 
forms of Homo sapiens – exhibited different cranial morphologies, only references can be made 
from known scaling relationships found in present-day Homo sapiens with regard to these extinct 
hominin taxa. In order to paint a correct picture of scaling relationships between cranial predictor 
features and cranial vault dimensions/cranial capacity in any given taxon of hominin evolution as 
represented by a particular fossil specimen, relevant data must be gathered and analyzed in the 
same way as was done for the purposes of the study at hand. 
Naturally, the exact methodology for such future research will always have to take into 
account differences in morphologies, issues of preservation and sampling, and different selective 
pressures acting upon hominin evolution at different stages in evolutionary history. Throughout 
this time span, the form of the hominin cranium constantly changed, with different morphologies 
arising and vanishing at all times. As has been discussed previously, the increase in cranial 
capacity that delivered the exceptionally-sized brains of modern humans did not occur until 
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relatively late in hominin evolutionary history, postdating the emergence of Homo. Before and 
after this onset of encephalization expansion that out-scaled simultaneous gains in body mass – 
causing EQ values in Homo to increase in the process – other selective pressures kept interacting 
with the morphology of the human cranium. In the process, these selective pressures continually 
shaped and molded cranial morphology to produce as varied iterations as seen in the first 
partially-bipedal apes known as Sahelanthropus and Ardipithecus, the hyper-robust masticators 
that are taxonomically classified either as the robust australopithecines or their own genus 
Paranthropus, the australopithecine-like yet comparatively large-brained Homo habilis, the 
archaic cold specialists commonly referred to as Neanderthals, and the gracile, neotenous 
brainiacs that constitute our own species Homo sapiens. In accord with this plethora of 
craniomorphological expressions, scaling relationships between cranial predictor features and 
cranial vault dimensions/cranial capacity more than likely fluctuated correspondingly in each 
taxon. Given the fact that the these scaling relationships can be demonstrated successfully in our 
own species, the same assumption of existing scaling relationships between cranial predictor 
features and cranial capacity with regard to fossil hominin taxa appears to be a probable scenario 
worthwhile of investigation. Among its valuable outcomes rank possible reconstructions of 
cranial components that did not withstand the process of fossilization but whose form and 
dimensions may be induced by known rates of scaling with other successfully preserved 
morphologies, as well as an opportunity to estimate brain size – and, ultimately, induce levels of 
intelligence – based on cranial predictor features not part of the cranial vault proper.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 
 
In the complex greater picture of the relationship between body and mind, bio-
anthropological research fulfills a key role in its capacity of intersecting human physiologies and 
psyches. One of the most prominent examples in the discipline’s history of research has been the 
juxtaposition of intelligence with the brain and, by extension, the cranium in which it is nested. 
Just as a container is designed to efficiently hold its designated contents, the cranial vault as a 
principal component of the human cranium has evolved in such a way that it fairly accurately 
approximates the dimensions of the brain enclosed within. Incorporating known realities of brain 
size proportionally scaling with overall body mass via its skeletal proxy of cranial capacity, the 
study at hand’s intended goal has been to re-evaluate previous bio-anthropological research that 
successfully had established a connection between body mass and certain cranial predictor 
features in Homo sapiens in a new light. By expanding the scope of these known scaling 
relationships between body mass and brain size, as well as body mass and cranial predictor 
features from a unilineal to a tri-linear model, the nature of the scaling relationships between 
brain size as expressed via cranial capacity and cranial predictor features that was examined in 
the study at hand has become more clear. 
Contrary to the strong previously established scaling relationships between body mass 
and brain size, as well as body mass and cranial predictor features, scaling relationships between 
brain size and cranial predictor features turned out to be significantly less pronounced. With fully 
half the data sets for the fourteen selected cranial predictor features returning results that failed to 
meet the previously set threshold of statistical significance, at best “moderate” strengths of 
correlation for scaling relationships between cranial predictor features and cranial capacity were 
found to exist for those cranial predictor features that did pass the test of statistical significance. 
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At the same time, statistically significant sexually dimorphic differences for each cranial 
predictor feature’s scaling relationship with cranial capacity were also demonstrated, with males 
generally – though not always – exhibiting higher strengths of correlation between a cranial 
predictor feature and cranial capacity.  
A probable cause for the distinct lack of strong scaling relationships between cranial 
predictor features and cranial capacity is the biometric interdependency of cranial capacity with 
the cranial vault dimensions from which it is estimated. Due to these interdependencies, the 
degree of correlation characterizing scaling relationships between cranial predictor features and a 
given cranial vault dimension often also translates in some way to that cranial predictor feature’s 
scaling relationship with estimated cranial capacity. What cranial vault dimension exhibits the 
strongest influence on a given cranial predictor feature’s scaling relationship with estimated 
cranial capacity largely depends on the location of that cranial predictor feature’s anatomical 
landmarks. 
In addition, numerous constraints imposed upon human cranial morphology by a variety 
of adaptive pressures that existed at one point or another over the course of hominin evolution 
also likely affected the scaling relationships between cranial predictor features and cranial 
capacity. Selective processes such as the switch from quadrupedal to bipedal locomotion, 
changes in dietary preference, and behavioral innovations like the emergence of language all 
triggered morphological changes that limited the overall shape the cranium could assume without 
negatively impacting functional requirements for each respective adaptation. At the same time, 
an ever-increasing degree of encephalization resulted in progressively bigger brains that 
increasingly outpaced corresponding increases in body mass – resulting in larger and larger 
encephalization quotients over the course of human evolution. Simple biomechanical responses 
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demanded by an accompanying expansion of the cranial vault prevented an undisturbed 
maintenance of the same biometric ratios characterizing scaling relationships between cranial 
predictor features and cranial capacity in earlier taxa. Maintaining the same scaling relationships 
between cranial predictor features and cranial capacity as either exhibit with regard to body mass 
was impossible in the overall evolutionary cauldron of selective pressures that gave rise to the 
morphology seen in the modern human cranium. 
Going from here, promising opportunities exist for future research. Expanding the 
research sample demographically to incorporate more of the great phenotypical variation seen in 
modern humans would further accentuate an understanding of how these scaling relationships 
play out in our own species – a necessary prerequisite for applying that knowledge to the past 
with regard to Homo sapiens’ evolutionary forbearers. In this context, the value of knowing the 
nature of scaling relationships between cranial predictor features and cranial capacity extends 
beyond the realm of theory to practical importance, given how the representation of our hominin 
ancestors in the fossil record is often purely restricted to cranial material. 
Ultimately, being able to predict brain size from cranial morphologies via known scaling 
relationships may provide another useful tool in the quest to shed light on the nature of human 
intelligence as it emerged over evolutionary time. That this tool appears to be limited in its 
potential based on the findings presented in the study at hand may not be of detrimental effect 
either. As is always the case in science, negative results may result in positive outcomes. If 
anything, perhaps the distinct lack of closely corresponding correlations between cranial 
anatomy and suspected intelligence that is hinted at by the presented findings further vindicates 
those voices condemning the factual inaccuracies purported by phrenology and other similar 
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